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The goal of the Demand Response Enabling Technology Development contract is to 
develop disruptive technologies that enable demand response at the residential and small 
commercial electricity markets. The UC Berkeley team involves four project groups: 
Thermostat/Controls, Communications/Network, Metering/Sensors, and Energy 
Scavenging. These groups collaborate to develop a new thermostat, new nodes, and new 
meters to allow the residential-scale sector to respond to a variable electricity pricing 
structure aimed at reducing peak electrical demand. These groups leverage 
microcomputers and MEMs technology in developing wireless communication and 
controls 10x cheaper with 10x the functionality of existing technology. 
 
The Phase I report, dated April 4, 2006, covers progress in initial prototypes from June 
2003 – November 2005 from all four groups. This Phase II report describes the continued 
development, and laboratory and field testing of those prototypes and control algorithms. 
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BACKGROUND 
 
Vision 
The State of California is moving toward managing electricity use during periods of 
shortages, as caused by curtailment of supply (failures in the power generation or 
transmission systems, or power market manipulation), or high usage (hot weather causing 
increased air conditioners usage). Measures to reduce the demand for electricity during 
such shortages are termed ‘demand response’ (DR). Demand response measures include 
load reduction, demand bidding, and variable price rates with some mechanism for utility 
customers to respond to those rates. 
 
DRETD 
In 2003, an interdisciplinary group from UC Berkeley began a contract with the 
California Energy Commission towards work on Demand Response Enabling 
Technology Development (DRETD). The goal was to develop early prototypes for the 
mesh networking of wireless thermostats, wireless meters, and wireless temperature 
nodes. The four groups consisted of the Communications/Network group, which 
undertook the development of an open source wireless network operating system and 
developing and testing micro-radio technology in buildings to provide communication, 
the Metering/Sensors group, who focused on voltage and current sensor development in 
pursuing low-cost designs for monitoring power in residential circuits using MEMs 
technology, the Energy Scavenging group, which looked at micro-scale vibration and 
solar power sources of energy to extend the battery life of radio transmitters, and the 
Thermostat/Controls group, which concentrated on controller technology and user 
interface design to improve thermostat functionality. 
 
The Communications/Network group looked to TinyOS as a mesh networking tool on 
small microcomputers called motes. PicoRadio and other low powered micro-scale radio 
communication formed the backbone of the wireless network of these motes. The 
Metering/Sensors group developed passive proximity voltage and current sensors, and 
tested an appliance outlet current sensor and actuator. The Energy Scavenging group 
developed and tested MEMS-scale vibration powered and solar powered motes. 
 
Thermostat/Controls Group 
The Thermostat/Controls Group looked at the requirements of the new thermostat and 
problems with existing technology—the interface, control system, and sensors and 
actuators—to develop a smart, adaptive, integrated demand-responsive residential control 
system. The requirements come from the California Energy Commission’s new policy to 
require Programmable Communicating Thermostats (PCTs) for new residential 
construction as part of the State’s building energy codes (Title 24 part 6). Yet the current 
policy that requires programmable thermostats has not met the goal of energy savings 
through this technology. Thus the design of the new thermostat uses the platform of 
wireless technology for communication among the interface, controllers, sensors and 
actuators, and implements new smart control algorithms and a graphic user interface to 
solve the problems of the past and pave the way to a demand response future. 
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Summary of Phase I 
The goals of the Thermostat/Control group are to: 

• Design a low-cost, autonomous, demand-responsive electrical appliance manager 
(DREAM) that exploits wireless technology and a system of learning (both by 
machine and occupant).  

• Develop the hardware and control and communication software of DREAM. 
• Test the performance and feasibility of DREAM by deployment in an actual 

occupied house 
 

Price 
Indicator Utility 

 
 
Figure 1: Schematic of the Demand Response Electrical Appliance Manager 
 
In the first two and a half years of this project, the DREAM system was envisioned, 
designed, developed, and tested both in the laboratory and the field. Figure 1 above 
shows the DREAM concept schematic: 
• price information from the utility is transmitted to a household; 
• the controller receives data from the wireless temperature, motion, and electrical 

current sensors, and controls appliances such as the air conditioner and water heater 
via wireless actuators; 

• an interface receives user input and displays price and usage information; 
• electrical interval consumption data is relayed back to the utility. 
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Figure 2: The hardware, software, and communication of DREAM. 
 
The DREAM consists of software, hardware, and communication, as depicted in Figure 2 
above. The software consists of control software and the user interface, both written in 
Java. The control software was designed in a layered format from the complex goal-
seeking functional layer to the simple sensing and actuating layer. The layered design 
allowed us to separate and organize functions and maintain a modular structure. The 
controller interfaces with an external realm as well, such as price information from the 
utility and the user interface, which allows user input and graphic display of information 
to the users.  
 
The hardware consists of the motes, their interface with the controller, sensors and 
actuators, and a physical plastic enclosure. A “generic” sensor mote design formed the 
basis of most of the motes; one circuit board and several monojacks allowed temperature 
sensors and/or infrared motion sensors to plug into these motes. A weather station mote 
received data from global and diffuse solar radiation sensors, wind direction and wind 
speed. We developed two methods to measure household current and voltage. One 
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entailed the use of a Veris Smart current transducer and developing the interface to a 
mote. The other used simple clamp-on current transducers to interface to the mote, and 
required separate calibration. Actuation hardware included an HVAC relay mote, which 
replaced the actuation functions of a thermostat by using mote-controlled relays for the 
compressor, fan, and heating. A thermostat switch was developed to allow the occupant 
to switch from their thermostat to the DREAM system. Finally, a signal mote was 
developed with LEDs to indicate price information to the user. 
 
Communication consists of the network communication between the motes and the base 
mote on the controller, communication to a local database on the computer, and 
communication to a remote database on a server via the internet. 
 
We tested various scales of the network in the laboratory with a plastic “dollhouse” and a 
full-scale wall section, using motes to sense temperature, relative humidity, electric 
current and motion, and to control lights, a cooler, fan, and appliance outlets. The control 
system and user interface was demonstrated on desktop and laptop PCs and a PDA. 
 
Finally, we deployed the sensor network of 13 motes in an occupied house for several 
months. The three bedrooms had temperature and motion sensor motes; the hallway mote 
added a relative humidity sensor. The living room, dining room, and family room also 
had temperature and motion sensor motes. There were two motes outside; one measuring 
temperature and relative humidity and the other measuring wind speed and direction and 
solar radiation data. Another mote at the whole house circuit breaker panel in the garage 
measured current and voltage. Since the outside motes were on the opposite end of the 
house from the base mote, a repeater mote relayed data from the family room. A tablet 
PC located in the closet of the master bedroom received data via the base mote and 
relayed data to our server at UC Berkeley. 
 
We encountered several problems, some of which were solved immediately and others 
took months to resolve. The major issue was the network communication, both among 
the motes and via the server. 
 
For more details on the hardware, software, communication and the tests, please see the 
Thermostat/Controls section of the Phase I report. 
 
GOALS OF PHASE II 
In the second phase of the contract, we improved the performance of our hardware and 
communication, and added learning algorithms and optimization strategies to the control 
code. In addition, the user interface was upgraded to include more graphic information 
display. In phase I, we were successful in deploying a simple star network of sensors in a 
house for four months, and monitoring the controller and data from our lab. But we 
uncovered a number of problems that we wanted to solve before testing the network in 
the field—this time testing the actuation capabilities of the controller more fully. 
 
One goal was to upgrade the hardware. The temperature sensors required more precise 
calibration, requiring the use of a precision resistor on the mote. We also decided that for 
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the purposes of our research, only the air temperature would be used, not the globe 
temperature which can be used to estimate radiant temperature from surfaces. While the 
motion sensors worked, we decided we needed a more direct manner of communicating 
occupancy to the controller and developed an occupancy switch. While the weather 
station was wonderful, we also decided to minimize effort and equipment in this area and 
only collect outdoor temperature, relative humidity, and global solar radiation data. The 
Veris smart meter was expensive, and we decided we didn’t need precise power 
measurements, so we decided to use the clamp-on current transducers. One mote had six 
CTs to measure whole house and individual loads at the circuit breaker panel. The other 
two motes each had a single CT to measure special loads such as the air compressor of 
the air conditioner. Once we redesigned the hardware and requirements, we made three 
sets of motes. 
 
Another goal was to improve the communication. The software for the mote 
communication was rewritten to improve reliability, since we had many power 
management-caused network failures in our previous field test. The communication to the 
remote server was also problematic and was completely revised. 
 
A third goal was to expand the software capability. Previously, we had implemented the 
base functions of typical thermostats: control of air compressor, fan, and furnace, with 
hysteresis. To this we developed learning and optimization algorithms to make the 
thermostat autonomous—able to work out-of-the-box and adapt to its environment. The 
goal of the DREAM thermostat was to learn about the house’s HVAC system, climate, 
occupant’s schedule and temperature preference, and then given electricity price data, 
optimize the performance of the HVAC system to minimize cost and maximize comfort. 
The user interface was also improved to add an economic index of cost and comfort, as 
well as add graphic images of real time energy consumption. 
 
Finally, we sought to test the improved DREAM system with full control capabilities in a 
couple of houses during hot weather. We tested the network, both locally and to the 
remote server. We sought feedback on the user interface, with its display of energy and 
cost information. Several tests were devised to ascertain the performance of the internal 
house model, precooling, and optimization algorithms. 
 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
System Architecture 
The DREAM system we are designing is far more information-rich than current 
thermostats. It has extended command capability for demand responsiveness and whole 
house control. As a fairly complex system, it is composed of four significant components:  
• Controller, which responds to a pricing signal, computes optimization using collected 

data and sends commands to electrical appliances.  
• User Interface, by which the system and users exchange information and interact with 

each other. Although currently it is embedded as one layer of the controller, it can be 
a separate entity theoretically. For example, it can be an online service system where 
users can see all the information and make adjustments.  
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• Hardware, including sensors and actuators, is designed as the physical interface of the 
system. Sensors that collect data about the environment, energy consumption, and 
residents provide necessary information to the controller. The initial design of motes 
and communication between them is described in the phase I report. 

• Communication. In our design, the initial settings are taken as default parameters of 
the system. The system does not know anything about the specific house when 
installed. It gets all the information about the house and hardware from the database. 
Such design avoids code modification when different sets of hardware are used for 
different houses, enabling software independence. In addition, real sensing data 
during the control process need to be stored into the database for other functions (i.e., 
learning, fault diagnostics, commissioning). Therefore, a reliable database service 
including uploading and downloading data is non-trivial.  

 
These four components comprise the DREAM system. Detail descriptions about each 
component follow. 
 
Controller 
As mentioned previously, we are using the layered hierarchy shown in Figure 3 to 
implement control. The lower part of the hierarchy describes basic control functions used 
to maintain temperature in the house and other functions (such as turning on other 
appliances). The lowest layer, the Sensor/Actuator Layer, maintains communication 
between the controller and the motes with sensors and actuators. Other than that, the 
function of the lowest levels is similar to a conventional thermostat—to manipulate the 
HVAC system for thermal control. The most complex layer is the Goal Seeking Layer. It 
receives pricing information and must make decisions about how to best compromise 
comfort and cost. In the middle layers, choices must be made as to how to meet the 
compromise decided on by the Goal Seeker. In many cases, there are choices as to how to 
achieve the goal; for example, for cooling, one might use a whole house fan, air 
conditioning, and/or ceiling fans. 
 

 
Figure 3: Control Hierarchy Layers 
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Embedded in the hierarchical structure, system functions are designed to improve 
demand responsiveness and optimal control performance. 
 
In order to achieve a ten fold increase over existing thermostat functionality, we must 
understand the problems with the existing technology and suggest improvements. The 
main issue is adoption: if people do not accept the technology or use it as designed, then 
it will not achieve the energy savings objective. Currently this is the case with setback 
and programmable thermostats: market penetration has been slow, and of the households 
that do have setback thermostats, as many as half do not use the programming functions. 
 
Our hypothesis is that if the new thermostat is autonomous, that is, could work well right 
out-of-the-box (upon installation) and immediately begin adapting control strategies to 
the specific HVAC system, house parameters, climate, and price, then the technology 
would be more acceptable to the occupants of the house. Towards that end, we have 
developed a weather-based or adaptive temperature setpoint algorithm, an HVAC 
system/house learning algorithm, an occupant schedule learning algorithm, and an 
optimization strategy that looks at the data from the house and occupant and price in 
order to determine temperature setpoint. Each of these is described in the following 
sections. 
 
Adaptive temperature setpoint 
Currently, the typical programmable thermostat has static temperature setpoints for 
heating and cooling that change for night or “away” period setup or setback. The typical 
programmable thermostat on the market has two time periods and two temperature 
choices per day corresponding to occupied comfort setpoint and a setup/setback for 
unoccupied or night times. This is similar to what is done in office buildings, for which a 
thermal comfort standard is established. However, no thermal comfort standard exists for 
the residential sector, although the Adaptive Comfort Standard (ACS) from ASHRAE 55-
2004 has been suggested as most appropriate (Lovins, 1992; Ubbelohde, Loisos, & 
McBride, 2003) since it is based on naturally ventilated buildings. The ACS suggests that 
people adapt to indoor temperature based on the average outdoor temperature for the 
previous month. Two studies in the residential sector support this approach; one with 
manual thermostat control and the other with a programmable thermostat showed a 
seasonal variation in temperature (Kempton & Krabacher, 1987; Woods, 2006). The 
hypothesis here is that dynamic temperature setpoints better model actual human 
behavior than do year-round static temperature setpoints. Static temperature setpoints 
may require overheating or overcooling for some months and would therefore consume 
more energy. But a “thermobile” (as opposed to a thermostat (Auliciems, 1984)) with 
dynamic setpoints could save energy by not overcooling or heating. 
 
An example of weather-based temperature setpoints for Sacramento, California’s climate 
is shown in Figure 4 below. Since the ACS was developed with respect to cooling load 
(not heating load), consider the example of cooling a house in Sacramento. The default 
temperature setpoint for occupied homes with an EnergyStar programmable thermostat is 
78F (25.5C); by contrast, in July and August when the outside temperature reaches 100F 
(37.8C), the adaptive thermostat temperature setpoint might drift to 82F (27.8C). The 
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studies that led to the ACS show that people adapt to warmer temperatures not only 
psychologically but by changing their behavior by wearing lighter clothes, drinking cool 
drinks, or using ceiling fans. Thus this temperature is expected to be within the range of 
comfortable temperatures or comfort zone of most people, yet represents a savings in 
energy. 

Adaptive Temperature Setpoints, Sacramento
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ture setpoints can be modified at night for energy savings, just like the 
gs for programmable thermostats now. There is physiological evidence to 
httime winter setback for heating, but not for a nighttime summer setup for 
t we do know is that of the six factors that influence thermal comfort (air 
humidity, air speed, radiation, metabolic rate (Met), and clothing value 
o personal elements of thermal comfort, Met and Clo, are conducive to 

ime temperature setback. Not only do people tend to have a higher insulation 
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d at its lowest point at night (Zhang, 2003). Several studies concur with 
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was found to be 19C (66.2F) (Muzer, Libert, & Candas, 1984). Thus we 
tic 19C (66.2F) nighttime setback from 10 pm to 6 am. 
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But what about the summer nighttime temperature setup? On one hand, nighttime 
outdoor temperatures tend to drop within a comfortable temperature range for most 
climates in California, and the indoor temperatures tend to follow the outdoor 
temperatures with some time lag. Also, when a person is asleep, he or she is less aware of 
the temperature (personal correspondence with Zhang). But on the other hand, some 
climates do not cool down at night. Several studies have been conducted to determine the 
effect of temperature on sleep, with mixed results. Tsuzuki et al (2005) suggests if the air 
temperature is above 26C (78.8F) or the relative humidity is high, or person is clothed, 
then the person may be uncomfortable and unable to fall asleep unless adequate air flow 
is provided (Tsuzuki, Okamoto-Mizuno, Mizuno, & Iwaki, 2005). Several studies show 
better sleep at 26-27C (78.8-80.6) compared to 31 or 36C (87.8 or 96.8F) (Schmidt-
Kessen & Kendel, 1973). Based on these studies, we chose 26C (78.8F) as a static 
nighttime setup from 10 pm to 6 am. 
 
The setback during unoccupied times would be determined by the controller as it learns 
about the HVAC system equipment and house parameters over time. For example, if the 
house has an air conditioning system that is sized properly for the house, and the house is 
well-insulated, then a setback or setup of 7-8F as suggested by the EnergyStar defaults 
may work fine. However, if the house has an undersized air conditioner and is poorly 
insulated, no setback or setup may be appropriate. In other words, it may indeed consume 
more energy to cool the house in the evening after a daytime setup than the air 
conditioner saved by using the setup. 
  
Control Execution 
While the goal seeking layer optimizes energy cost and user thermal comfort in response 
to a dynamic utility price and environmental circumstances, the four lower layers 
(Supervisory Control layer, Coordination layer, Direct Control layer, and Sensing and 
Actuating layer) provide the information the Goal Seeker requires for its optimizing 
process. Generally speaking, the Supervisory Controller updates power and energy 
requirements for different modes, the Coordinator selects the least power consuming 
device in a given condition, the Direct Controller determines actual on/off timing with 
diverse control strategies, and the Sensor and Actuator interface predicts house behavior 
and communicates with hardware. The following describes more details of the roles of 
each layer.  
 
The Supervisory Controller answers the following questions, “how much energy will be 
required to keep indoor temperature at a specific setpoint?” or “if we have decided to pre-
cool the house, what time should the pre-cooling start?” To answer these questions, we 
defined several modes based on the necessity of air-conditioning or heating operation. 
Pre-Cooling modes in the Goal Seeker and Supervisory Controller may not be identical 
depending on when an air-conditioner starts operating and stops operating. Modes 
defined in the two layers are compared in Figure 5.    
 
• Normal Mode: keep a constant setpoint 
• Pre-Cooling Mode: turn on a cooling device before the utility price increases 
• Pre-Cooling Normal Mode: keep the indoor temperature at the pre-cooling setpoint 
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• Pre-Heating Mode: turn on a heating device before the utility price increases 
• Pre-Heating Normal Mode: keep the indoor temperature at the pre-heating setpoint  
• Float Mode: turn off HVAC device and let the indoor temperature float 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Mode definition in Supervisory Control layer and Goal Seeking layer 
 
The Supervisory Controller determines the current and future modes based on the current 
indoor temperature, a setpoint, and the predicted pre-cooling start time, and stores the 
information on the power or energy requirement for individual modes.   
 
The Coordinator manages several HVAC devices. The main role is to determine the least 
power consuming device in a given condition. For example, if the setpoint goal is to keep 
the indoor temperature at 74F when the outdoor temperature is 67F, the Coordinator has 
two options. An air conditioner can reduce the indoor temperature rapidly but represents 
an expensive operation cost. So the Coordinator will choose the whole house fan instead 
of the air conditioner in this situation. The choice, however, may be different if the goal 
is to reach a setpoint of 74F within 30 minutes. 
 
To determine the least power consuming device, the Coordinator needs information on 
the power consumption of individual devices. This information is organized with respect 
to both setpoint and outdoor temperature. After one device is chosen, the Coordinator 
activates the corresponding direct controllers and deactivates the other direct controllers. 
 

 
 
Figure 6: Interaction between the Coordination layer and the Direct Control layer 
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The Direct Controller determines the actual operation of HVAC devices. As mentioned 
above, the Coordinator activates some of the direct controllers. The Coordinator gives 
activation commands to related direct controllers at the same time. For example, air 
conditioning is provided by the combination of the compressor and blower fan. Some 
direct controllers have a minimum off time to protect the device from damage due to 
frequent on/off switches. In the current system, a four minute off time is applied for all 
direct controllers. 
 
The output from direct controllers is an on/off command to a device. We considered three 
methods of direct control: on-off control with hysteresis, on-off control with asymmetric 
hysteresis (so-called anticipation), and cycle rate control. We are currently using on-off 
control with hysteresis since it is the simplest and is testable with a house simulation 
model. For on-off control with hysteresis, setpoint ±1F is used as a default. For example, 
for a cooling setpoint of 74F, the AC controller sends an on signal when the indoor 
temperature is equal to or higher than 75F and an off signal when the indoor temperature 
is equal to or lower than 73F. 
 
The duty cycle of devices is one of the important pieces of information that is figured out 
in the Direct Control layer. A duty cycle is the ratio of on to off time. If an air-conditioner 
is turned on for 6 minutes and off for 4 minutes repetitively, this is a 60% or 0.6 duty 
cycle. The duty cycle under certain conditions is used to predict the energy consumption 
of the device in the future. The Direct Control layer calculates the duty cycle of each 
device and updates the previous one with respect to a specific setpoint and outdoor 
temperature.  
 
The lowest layer is the Sensing and Actuating layer. The main function of this layer is 
communication with wireless sensors, LEDs, and power relays. In simulation mode, 
communication can be tested by using a simulation house model, which will be explained 
in a later section. Since this layer is the gateway to the controller from the outside world, 
the information from outside (sensor data) and inside (command, setpoint) can be shared. 
For this reason, house identification and learning are performed in this layer. The next 
section will describe this procedure in detail.    
 
House parameter learning 
To identify the characteristics of a specific house, the controller needs accurate 
information about the house. For example, if an occupant provides the location, size, and 
orientation of his or her house, the controller can directly use the information to make 
predictions. However, users may not want to be bothered by an initial setup for a 
thermostat system; also, they may not know the information or might provide incorrect 
information. We solve the dilemma by using both good defaults and a learning algorithm. 
At the beginning of the system operation, a set of good defaults can provide a 
“reasonable” prediction. Through data acquisition and analysis, these defaults can be 
updated with learned parameters that represent a better description of the house and thus 
achieve better prediction. We call this “house learning” or “house identification”.  
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For house learning, the first step is to build a thermal model of a house. The internal 
house model (this model is implemented inside the controller) is used to predict energy 
use and indoor temperature change. Since a house has nonlinear characteristics, a 
complicated house model would provide better prediction. However, a complicated house 
model requires more time to figure out the unknown parameters of the model. To 
simplify the house learning process, a simplified house and HVAC equipment model was 
used to provide reasonable prediction. The simplified model is first order, has less than 
five unknown parameters, and uses all available information to increase prediction 
quality. The internal model has the following form. 
 

TIn(t + ∆t) = function(Tin(t),Tout(t), RHin(t), Rad(t), Numoccupant (t), etc.) 
 

where  TIn(t + ∆t) : indoor temperature at time t + ∆t (refers to a future indoor 
temperature) 
Tin(t) : indoor temperature at time t (refers to a current indoor temperature) 
Tout(t) : outdoor temperature at time t 
 RHin(t) : indoor relative humidity at time t 
 Rad(t) : global radiation at time t 
Numoccupant (t) : total number of occupants inside at time t 

 
An example of how the internal house model works is shown in Figure 7 below. Upon 
installation of the DREAM system, the house characteristics including the characteristics 
of HVAC equipment are unknown—the proverbial black box. The indoor temperature, 
outdoor temperature, relative humidity and simplified radiation information are sensory 
data inputs. Other inputs such as zip code and available HVAC devices will be entered by 
the occupant. The zip code will provide general location of the house, which is used to 
predict global radiation. Current time and date will be automatically configured. The 
output of the model is the predicted indoor temperature. 
 

 
Figure 7:  Inputs and outputs from an internal house model 
 
Our house model represents a multi-zone residential building with respect to multiple 
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infiltration, internal gains, solar radiation, and air conditioning. Heat flow due to 
convection is ignored in this house model. Conduction and infiltration are proportional to 
the temperature difference between outside and inside. So it is reasonable that heat flow q 
can be expressed as a linear function of temperature difference. Internal gain fluctuates 
mainly based on total number of people inside, their activity, and household equipment 
such as lights. The temperature change due to solar radiation is dependent on the size and 
orientation of windows as well as structures around a house that block or reflect radiation. 
We assume that the efficiency of the air-conditioner remains constant. Figure 8 shows the 
five sources and their effects on indoor temperature. From these assumptions, we suggest 
the following formula as the predictive internal house model: 
 

VHC {Tin (t + ∆t) - Tin (t)} / ∆t = α(Tout (t) – Tin(t)) + β + γ(global radiation) + δ (AC 
status) 

where α, β, γ, and δ are unknown parameters, and VHC represents volumetric heat 
capacity. 
 
We obtain all information in the above equation directly from the wireless sensors, except 
for global radiation. The above equation shows a linear relationship between global 
radiation and induced heat flow rate q; however, we implemented a global radiation 
predictor in the model. Three radiation prediction models, the Bird model, the Bras model, 
and the Ryan-Stozenbach model, were studied. Among them, the Bras model was 
considered the best option in that this model is expressed in a simple equation with only 
one unknown factor. This unknown factor is the clarity of outdoor air and it can be 
figured out directly from a crude radiation sensor.     
 

 
Figure 8: Five sources of heat transfer 
 
House identification consists of two tasks. The first task is to find good default 
parameters to represent how California houses behave. The spectrum of California houses 
can be approximated by four simulated houses. As a base, we used the 1800 sf house 
tested in Phase I since we had calibrated the simulation with real data. Approximately 
two-thirds (67%) of the current housing stock in California was built before 1978 when 
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the first energy standards were established, and are estimated to be mostly uninsulated 
with single-paned windows (USCensus, 2000). Therefore, two houses were modeled with 
relatively little insulation, with 3 ton AC units, one with a slab-on-grade foundation and 
the other a crawl space. The other two houses were modeled using the energy standards 
of 1992 (insulated envelope and double-paned windows) with 2 ton AC units, also one 
with slab-on-grade foundation and the other crawl space. We determined four parameters 
(α, β, γ, and δ) by fitting the indoor temperature data to the equation of the predictive 
internal house model and combined the four house results to produce good final defaults.  
 
The next task is to tune the defaults as the amount of data increases. Instead of tuning 

ccupancy pattern learning 
ne suggested obstacle to the adoption of programmable 

nother suggested obstacle to the adoption of programmable thermostats is that the 

states may save energy and increase comfort.  

four unknown parameters from one data set, we grouped the data sets with respect to 
radiation conditions and air-conditioning status. Data obtained under no radiation and no 
air-conditioning (usually during night times) are used to tune α and β. After the first two 
parameters are tuned, the next two parameters can be tuned with the data from radiation 
and air-conditioning effects in turn. Self-tuning by the DREAM system has not yet been 
implemented. As a preliminary step, we figured out how accurately the tuned parameters 
represent the thermal characteristics of a target house.  
 
O
As mentioned previously, o
thermostats is the programming. But if the thermostat could learn the occupant’s 
occupancy pattern and use appropriate setpoints when the house is unoccupied, it could 
potentially save energy without the headache of programming. Furthermore, if the system 
can predict departure, then the HVAC systems could be switched off early to save energy. 
Predicting the occupant’s arrival and turning on the HVAC system in advance may 
improve the occupant’s thermal comfort, but may use a bit more energy. But false 
prediction may confuse users about what the system is doing. For example, if the system 
predicts a departure which never occurs, the system will use a higher (less comfortable) 
temperature setpoint, which may irritate occupants. Therefore, the occupancy prediction 
model must be accurate. 
 
A
schedules allowed by the programmable thermostat are not flexible enough. A few 
studies show a wide variation in occupancy patterns. Weihl & Gladhart (as reported in 
Lutzenhiser 1993) proposed six distinct patterns of thermostat control: night setback, flat, 
erratic, morning setup, day setback, dual setback and found that once a pattern is set, it 
remains remarkably stable (Lutzenhiser, 1993). This suggests that for some houses (i.e., 
with residents working at home or with multiple residents who have different schedules), 
there is no regular pattern, and therefore nothing to be learned. Yet, some houses do have 
a regular pattern; Lutz et al (in Lutzenhiser 1993) reported that half of those people who 
control their heating system manually produce load shapes that are so regular that they 
are indistinguishable from those produced by automatic operation (Lutzenhiser, 1993). 
Therefore, another task of occupancy pattern learning is to identify whether or not a 
regular pattern exists for a house. Even if a pattern cannot be learned, the system could 
still identify occupancy and act accordingly, but if a pattern can be learned, the prediction 
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From a statistics point of view, learning is a kind of modeling. We have developed a time 

ries model with binary occupancy status as the output, which is relevant to time of the 

lgorithm: model selection and parameter tuning. We propose to 
se an artificial neural network to solve these issues. However, the kind of structure the 

he DREAM is designed to reduce electricity loads during hours of peak demand and 
 reduction. The mechanism to drive the 

 seeking layer of the controller. It receives 
sers’ requirements about cost and comfort from the user interface layer, and sends its 

des three steps: choosing 
ooling/heating mode based on the season and temperature trend; choosing control 

 
ommission Residential ACM Manual (CaliforniaEnergyCommission, 2001): whether 

 

se
day, day of the week, and season—all defined as time. Parameters in this model are tuned 
using historical occupancy data and the corresponding time. Using this model, the system 
will use time as the input to generate the predictions. Whether or not the predictions 
succeed or fail, the new occupancy values become historical data to keep tuning 
parameters in the model. 
 
Two issues arise in this a
u
neural network should use is not yet determined, and requires further research. Different 
models should be tested against typical residential schedules and results would be 
evaluated to choose the optimal model. 
 
Goal seeking optimization 
T
minimize thermal discomfort caused by such
system is the DR signals—presumably price—set by utility companies. From the users’ 
point of view, the goal of the DREAM system is to maintain the users’ comfort for the 
minimum electricity cost. Therefore, how well the system compromises electricity cost 
and thermal comfort is a key part of DREAM. 
 
The optimization function is located in the goal
u
optimization decision to execution layers in the form of a goal temperature. A three-step 
decision process is used for optimization, in which different strategies are adopted to deal 
with temperature requirements varying with seasons, occupancy status, and price changes. 
Lower layers take actions to meet the compromise decided on by the Goal Seeker. The 
optimization algorithm includes a utility function which minimizes cost and maximizes 
comfort. An adaptive criterion is proposed which considers the thermal preferences and 
the economic sense of different users. Simulations using house models (MZEST) and 
field tests in real houses are used to evaluate the algorithm.  
 
The decision-making process of the Goal Seeker inclu
c
strategies based on occupancy status and price changes; and choosing the temperature 
setpoint based on the user’s temperature preference using the strategy decided in step 2.  
 
The choice of heating or cooling mode is based on the 2005 California Energy
C
the thermostat is in cooling or heating mode “depends on outdoor temperature averaged 
over day 8 through day 2 prior to the current day” using a threshold temperature of 60F. 
For example, when the past average temperature is lower than 60F, the DREAM system 
chooses heating mode; otherwise it chooses cooling mode. 
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After this decision, the system continues to the second decision making step: choosing a 
control strategy. Four system states are defined for implementing different control 

rategies (Table 1). For each state, there are two house occupancy conditions; altogether st
there are eight states that represent different control strategies.  
 
State Name Objective 

Normal Optimize cost vs. comfort when there is no future price 
increase or predicted arrival/departure 

Precool/Preheat  y by shifting load for future price increase period Save mone
(pre-cool)  

Departure/Arrival 
Preparation 

Save energy if predicting departure 
Set comfort temperature if predicting arrival 

Combination Prepare for both future price increase and predicted 
Departure/Arrival 

 
Table 1: Cont
  

rol Mode D

Although the objectives of each state are different, every state considers two factors: 
hermal comfort level. The two factors are somewhat 

mpetitive: less cost means less comfort and greater cost means more comfort. Each 

dollars, the 
urrency of cost. This method is used in comfort analyses for office buildings; comfort 

nomic/comfort 
references. For example, the user may be on a budget, and must select a setting 

ption, the optimization calculation is driven 
y price and not energy savings. Electricity cost depends on electricity consumption and 

esign 

electricity cost and occupant’s t
co
state considers the trade-off between the two for different time periods. For example, the 
normal state considers the steady state trade-off while the precool/preheat state focuses 
on the transient process during the two-hour period before a price increase.   
 
Since cost and comfort do not use the same unit, quantitative optimization required 
creating a common currency. One solution is to scale comfort level to 
c
affects employees’ productivity which affects the operation cost of companies. However, 
this method is not applicable in a residential building. We scaled both energy cost and 
comfort level in percentages, by dividing current values by the full range.  
 
Once a common currency was created, we could then provide an economics index, which 
is a user-specified value using a slider scale to show his/her eco
p
indicating lower overall electricity cost but slightly uncomfortable temperature during 
high price periods. To help the users understand the value of the economics index, 
feedback about the corresponding cost and “feels-like” temperature is provided through 
the user interface. The user can see the cost implication of a comfortable index setting or 
the predicted comfort level given the cost.  
 
Since the goal of optimization in a demand responsive paradigm is to reduce peak—and 
presumably high-priced—electricity consum
b
electricity price. Therefore, price plays an important role in optimization. The system’s 
goal is to use less money (not less energy) and improve or at least maintain users’ thermal 
comfort.  
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With the definitions of states determining the appropriate control strategy, next we 
developed how the system transitions from one state to another. Figure 9 below shows an 
vent-based state transition diagram based on current and future events of price and 

Figure 9: E
 
The third and final step in the decision making process for optimization is deriving the 

tion describes the method each state and thus 
ontrol strategy uses to determine temperature setpoint.  

re price increase, nor predicted 
rrival or departure; the system calculates the steady state optimization on cost and 

ptimization utility function is defined as: 

e
occupancy. Every arrow indicates an event enabling state change. For example, a future-
price-increase event triggers the transition from occupied normal state to precool/preheat 
state. Both real events and predicted events generated by the internal model, as 
previously described, are considered.  
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where e is the economics index in range [0, 1]. 
Cost and comfort values are normalized. The temperature setpoint is the temperature 
value which minimizes the utility function. Electricity cost is calculated by multiplying 
electricity price by p ated by the internal 

he economics index plays the role of a weighting factor; the temperature 
tpoint is the optimal under a weighted function.  

 
 

ower consumption, the latter of which is estim
house model. Thermal comfort is determined by the adaptive comfort model, which 
estimates users’ thermal preference based on the outside temperature. Both models are 
built in other layers in the controller; the goal seeking layer queries information from 
those layers. 
 
This function clearly presents the competitive relationship between cost and comfort (or 
discomfort). T
se
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Precool/preheat state 
In the Precool/preheat state, the price is expected to increase in the future, and so the 
strategy is to shift the load by cooling (or heating) before the price increases. Without 

sing generality, we use the precool state as the example to explain both precooling and 
reheating. Precooling is a temperature control strategy which reduces electricity usage 

ods with a minimum sacrifice to users’ comfort. The temperature 

es the predicted indoor 
mperature profile and its corresponding energy consumption. With this information, the 

eparture/Arrival Preparation State 

n 
ough you are leaving shortly. In late afternoon, the AC turns on the moment you enter 

tside. In the first situation, energy is wasted, and in 

ion succeeds 
Uf(T)     = utility in the case prediction fails 

 

lo
p
during high price peri
setpoint selected “overcools” the house during a lower price period. Ideally, the house 
stores this coolth so the occupant experiences minimal discomfort during the high price 
period without the use of air conditioning. [Note that this is a demand response strategy, 
which reduces peak energy, not an energy savings strategy. In fact, precooling uses more 
energy because it uses a lower temperature setpoint than normal]. 
 
The optimization strategy generates a setpoint profile instead of a single temperature 
setpoint from the time the air conditioner is turned on (precooling) through the price 
change. The utility function is defined similarly as in normal state, except that electricity 
cost is static over the whole period. The supervisory layer provid
te
goal seeker decides the precooling setpoint. 
 
The price ratio of the future price to the current price affects the pre-cooling decision 
significantly. A high ratio increases the savings by shifting the load to low price period 
while a low ratio makes load shifting trivial. This is shown in the section on simulation. 
 
D
The Departure/Arrival Preparation State represents the condition before an expected 
departure from the house or arrival to the house. Consider these two scenarios: In early 
morning, the AC runs continuously to beat the increasing outdoor temperature eve
th
the house, where it is hotter than ou
the second, the occupant is uncomfortable. The advantage to the thermostat knowing your 
schedule is that it is able to manage the operation of the AC to save energy and provide 
better comfort. Such strategies are implemented in the departure/arrival preparation state.  
 
The occupant’s schedule information comes from a model that attempts to learn 
occupancy pattern, if there is one. Therefore, the information is not 100% accurate and 
the system needs to make a decision with uncertain information. We developed the 
following utility function based on prediction probability.  
 
Define 

Prob     = probability of prediction succeeds (known) 
1- Prob = probability of the prediction fails (known) 
Us(T)    = utility in the case predict

Then 
Tset       = { T: min[ Prob *Us + (1-Prob) * Uf ]} 
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Combination State 

ombination state represents the overlap of the precool/preheat state and the 
departure/arrival prepar  increase in the 

ture and departure/arrival is predicted. In some cases, the two events modify the 
mperature setpoint in the same direction. For example, in summer both the precool state 

aration state require a lower temperature setpoint. Thus a setpoint 

e School of Information Management & Systems in Spring 2005 (Peffer, Do, 
hitney, & Langford, 2005). See figure 10 below. Since then the design has been 

ava and updated. 

The c
ation state. This state is entered when the price will

fu
te
and the arrival prep
meeting both criterions is chosen. In other cases, the two events create conflict since the 
goal of each state pushes the temperature setpoint in different directions. Precooling and 
departure preparation in summer time represents such a case. The decision made depends 
on the prediction probability of departure. The details of this strategy are still undergoing 
research.  
 
User Interface 
The goal of the user interface is to display information to the user and allow input. The 
basic user interface design was developed, prototyped, and tested in a UC Berkeley 
course in th
W
implemented in J
 

 
Figure 10: The DREAM user interface. 
 
The left of the interface was modeled after the Honeywell Round thermostat. The 
Honeywell Round thermostat was designed over 50 years ago, and has great market 
penetration—most people have at least seen one if not used one. The temperature both 

g format for better readability. In initial tests, 
sers were able to easily read this screen and perform simple functions. Another reason 

inside and outside is displayed in an analo
u
for the analog display is to discourage an inordinate fixation on a specific number; the 
few studies that have been conducted on residential thermal comfort seem to indicate a 
wide range of comfortable temperatures that change over the day and the season, not a 
static number. Other information display is the temperature setpoint and whether the air 
conditioner and/or fan is on. 
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Figure 11: Java implementation of DREAM interface 
 
The right side of the interface is designed as a touch screen “file folder” display, where 
users could see messages, cost information, electrical usage, and program schedule and 
preferred temperature settings. Under messages, one might see an alert message sent by 

nder the Cost folder, one finds 
formation such as the current and forecasted price of electricity, the cost of electricity, 

inally, under Electrical Usage is found current instantaneous power consumption, 
nergy used today, and energy used so far this billing period (see Figure 13 below). The 
lectrical usage is broken down by major appliance, such as air conditioning, clothes 
ryer, clothes washer, and kitchen appliances. 

the utility or a helpful hint as shown in figure 11 above. U
in
and the current cost compared to the budget thus far. See Figure 12 below. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12: Cost folder screens 
 
F
e
e
d
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en examples. 

 and reliability. For discussion of the code 
provement for the motes, see Appendix F and G. The remainder of this section 
scribes the communication between the controller and the database. 

esign of communication between the controller and the database 
s mentioned previously, the database service is a significant component in the DREAM 
stem. Information stored includes the characteristics of the target house, initial settings 

r types of data used by the controller. 
ouse characteristics and initial system settings are fixed values which will be queried 

tialization. Sensing data and controller data are collected regularly 

 parallel structure using two databases is used for this purpose. The main database is on 
rough the Internet. A 

 

 
 
 

Figure 13: Electrical Usage scre
 
Communication 
During Phase II, we endeavored to improve both the communication between the motes 
and controller, and between the controller and the database. The code for the motes was 
upgraded which greatly improved performance
im
de
 
D
A
sy
of the DREAM system, sensing data, and othe
H
during system ini
during the running of the system. They are uploaded from the controller and are queried 
later by the controller or other applications. Due to such operations, we require reliable 
and stable communication between the controller and the database when the system is 
running.  
 
A
a remote server—a computer on campus. Data transmission is th
backup database is on the same local computer where the controller software is located. 
Data are uploaded to both of them at the same time, however, data are queried only from 
local database. For the main database we use the MySQL database management system, 
which is powerful for complex operations. The local database is actually a text file that 
saves raw data, in order to minimize computational and memory requirements of the local 
computer. Accordingly, these two databases have different structures.  
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The local database is a pure text file, which saves only raw data and its corresponding 
timestamp. The remote database has a much more complex structure, enabling flexibility 
f hardware changes and setting changes. The following figure shows the schema.  o

 

 
Figure 14: Database structure 
 
To get reliable communication, proper uploading and downloading strategies are also 
necessary for the controller software. Different uploading rates are used for the two 
databases in order to optimize system performance. Customized data format and 
communication protocol are designed to ensure efficient and reliable operations. Error 
checking and recovery methods with respect to error type have been developed. It is 
important to consider exceptions that might occur during communication. For example, 
when the Internet is not available temporarily, data cannot upload. The system will save 
data in its memory until the Internet connection is restored. In some extreme cases, the 
computer loses connection to the Internet during data uploading. Multiple threads are 
used to deal with such situations.   

nother issue to be considered is security, which is important when we deal with 

 

 
A
networks. Usually the computer running the DREAM system connects to the Internet 
through a router in a residential house. If data operations (upload/download) connect 
directly to a remote database service, a particular TCP port would be used. However, the 
port is usually not open as per the default settings of routers for security reasons. For 
Phase II field testing, we proposed to use a PHP interface webpage as the medium 
between the controller and database system.  
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Development of PHP interface layer 
The PHP interface layer lies between the controller and the database storage. It is a 

exible abstraction layer that separates the database from the controller for increased 

uman web-surfer. All communications are 
ased on the HTTP protocol, which itself relies on TCP/IP. Due to the use of these 
ommonly-available and widespread protocols, security in commercial deployments can 
e easily set up (e.g. using HTTPS with TLS/SSL encryption). 

server resumes operation. 
hese mechanisms ensure correct behavior when interacting with the database, and 

icating with the database, humans will also need to 
e able to retrieve information from it. Researcher looking to analyze recorded data can 

o help the researcher find the correct sensors, the webpage can list the sensors sorted by 
 which they are attached, or the unit of 

average of the data on a graph, or save the retrieved data as a tab-separated values file, 

fl
extensibility and ease of maintenance. The layer allows the controller to use any storage 
backend and provides the necessary communication interface between them. 
 
The DREAM system uses the PHP interface layer to communicate with a MySQL 
database management system to store and retrieve its data, as mentioned earlier. The PHP 
scripts are hosted on an Apache web server, but only respond to specifically formatted 
calls from the controller, as opposed to a h
b
c
b
 
There are two main scripts that the controller uses to communicate with the database. 
One script allows the controller to send information to the server, and will insert the data 
into the database. Another script receives a request from the controller, and retrieves the 
data from the database as requested. 
 
Both scripts have many features that guarantee safe operation. In addition to basic 
features, such as strict sanity-checking of input values, the scripts use database 
transactions when performing SQL queries. More specifically, transactions allow atomic 
and consistent operations on the database. Furthermore, should the database fail during a 
transaction, the controller will either receive an error, in which case it knows it needs to 
re-send the request and nothing has been modified in the database, or else receive an okay 
message, in which case the request will be processed once the 
T
separate the responsibility from the controller. 
 
Development of online database interface 
In addition to the controller commun
b
visit a website that provides a web interface for retrieving the data in several ways and 
formats. 
 
The researcher provides a list of sensors and a range of dates over which he or she is 
interested, and the web page will fetch and display the requested information from the 
database. The query pages are also written in PHP as with the PHP interface layer for the 
controller, and reside on the same server. However, the functionality is different from the 
interface layer, and thus can be easily separated in actual deployment. 
 
T
different criteria, such as the motes to
measurement. Once the result is retrieved, it is displayed in HTML table format for 
viewing. In addition, one can quickly plot the data of a sensor and an exponential moving 
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which is compatible with Microsoft Excel and many other spreadsheet programs. Using a 
spreadsheet program, the researcher can perform more in-depth analysis of the data. 

ite, which allows 
searchers to extract the information they need to perform further analysis, or to check 

r on 
e circuit board on the mote was replaced with a precision resistor. The next step was to 

hole house and 
dividual loads at the circuit breaker panel. The other two motes each had a single CT to 

ecial loads such as the air compressor of the air conditioner. Once we 

ESTS 

 
Altogether, the system offers an extensible, flexible, and easily maintainable database 
interface that allows the controller to interact with any kind of data storage backend. The 
interface runs over commonly used network protocols, which can be easily upgraded with 
secure versions, and can also bypass firewall restrictions on non-HTTP traffic. 
Furthermore, a useful human interface is provided via a webs
re
on the status of the system from any computer connected to the Internet. 
 
Hardware 
The bulk of the hardware was developed during Phase I, and is described in detail in the 
appendices there. 
 
One hardware improvement was the temperature sensors on the motes. The resisto
th
check the sensors to ascertain whether they were accurately measuring air temperature. 
Appendix H describes the method of testing the temperature sensors. We decided we 
needed a more direct manner of communicating occupancy to the controller and 
developed an occupancy switch (see Appendix A). We reconfigured the weather station 
to only collect outdoor temperature, relative humidity, and global solar radiation data 
(Appendix B). We used the clamp-on current transducers (see Appendix E) to develop 
two types of current sensors. One mote had six CTs to measure w
in
measure sp
redesigned the hardware, we made three sets of motes. 
 
T
The choice of Java for portability and hierarchical structure of the control software 
enabled seamless testing of the DREAM via simulation, and both laboratory and field 
testing. See Figure 15 below. We tested the functions and infrastructure of the DREAM 
system via a simulation tool, in a controlled setting at the university and a researcher’s 
home, and finally in the field. As a convenient and efficient testing method, computer 
simulation allowed us to easily change different aspects of the system in validating the 
design hypotheses and evaluating the performance of control strategies. The initial 
physical test of the hardware, software, and communication occurred in a controlled 
laboratory environment. Finally, testing in an occupied house helps demonstrate how the 
DREAM system works in the real world. 
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Figure 15: Portability of Java Control Code 
 
Simulation 
We modified a version of the California Non-Residential Engine (CNE), a multizone 
building energy simulation tool, and named it MZEST (MultiZone Energy Simulation 
Tool). Using MZEST, we ran many simulations to test the hypotheses we made about the 
system functions and features. 
 

e used MZEST to develop the optimization function for cost and comfort in the goal 
r. Optimization with default values and with full information were both 

 energy consumption and comfort to calculate optimized 
mperature setpoints. This information is estimated or learned using historical data. 

C systems and users, the optimization uses 

. The optimization will improve on the default values, shown in 
igure 16 below. 

 
Figure 16: Optimization with default values 
 

Goal seeking optimization simulation results  
W
seeking laye
studied, as was precooling with different prices. The results are presented on the 
following graphs.  
 
The goal seeking layer queries
te
Before data are collected from the house, HVA
default values. Optimization with full information provides ideal results while using 
default values is the worst case. After the DREAM learns house thermal behavior, HVAC 
performance, and occupant’s comfort preferences, it will optimize its operation with the 
learned information
F
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For optimizatio info e assume le to get the true values of 
energy consumption and comfort (shown on th ft in Figure 17 below). Based on these 
values, we get the optimized setpoint profiles with different choices of Economics I
e and electricity prices (right).  
 

 

 
ull information 

The si lations of precooling s e to low price significantly 
affects the optim lin . The following graphs show the scaled cost with 
different price ratios using the true values of en sumption. The optimization is 
performed without considering comfort becaus e discomfort indexes are the sam
temperatures below and equal to 24C. The corresponding optimized precooling setpoint 
profiles are shown in the right graph. The precooling intervals also vary. 

 

Optim
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four settings. The evaluation criteria are the accumulated air conditioner on time at the 

on performa scomfort. 
 
The results are presented on figure 19. First, comparing the left two results, the DREAM 
with default value 0.5 economics index shows fewer hours of air conditioning during the 
high price period, but a few more hours at medium price compared to the programmable 
thermostat. Both offer acceptable thermal comfort since the discomfort indexes are small. 
This indicates that the DREAM successfully shifts the load  the high-price period to 
the medium-price period without significantly decreasing users’ comf al cost 
savings would depend on the difference between the high and medium paring 
the righ ing but 
sacr ics index of 0.2 has a similar 

 to respond 
utomatically to price signals with appropriate energy saving behavior. The design of the 

ZEST and red curves from the internal house model), we can conclude that the output 
 the real temperature behavior within a small error. In 

different price rates and the user’s predicted discomfort level.  
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Figure 19: Optimizati nce: AC time and thermal di

from
ort. The actu
 price. Com

t two graphs, the price-based setting shows fewer hours of air condition
ifices users’ comfort. The DREAM with an econom

performance. These results indicate that the economics index allows DREAM
a
DREAM offers users choices on their economic and environmental preferences by 
adjusting a single variable—the economics index. 
 
Internal model simulation results  
To validate the predictive house model, we first focused on how closely the predicted 
indoor temperature from our model follows the indoor temperature profiles MZEST 
generates with tuned parameters. Four different parameter sets are calculated manually 
with respect to four test houses. To minimize the effect of uncertainty, we assume that 
outdoor temperature is predicted with 100% accuracy. 
 
One advantage of simulation is that we can manually change the global radiation value. 
For the first simulation shown in Figure 20, we set this value to 0 to ignore the effect of 
solar radiation. By comparing the two indoor temperature profiles (blue curves from the 
M
from our prediction model follows
addition, we can describe house thermal characteristics from parameters in that a well-
insulated house has a small α value while a house with little insulation has a big α value. 
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Figure 20: Prediction with tuned parameter sets u ndition 
 
With pre-calculated α and β, the third parameter γ is calculated by considering the effect 
of solar radiation. In Figure 21, the error is more significant than in Figure 20. This error 
may be caused by the incorrect assumption of linear relationship. Better prediction 
requires a more complicated internal model. After we figure out how accurate a model 
the DREAM system requires, the current assumption will be modified or upgraded.      
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Figure 21: Prediction with tuned parameter sets under radiation condition 
 
Optimal defaults have been chosen to minimize the total prediction error in four different 
houses. In Figure 22, we can see how the model with default α and β behaves. As 
expected, the indoor temperature profile is in the middle of those four test houses. The 
other two parameters are calculated in the same way.  
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Figure 22: Four house models in simulation 
 
Three-day-simulation results for two different houses with defaults are shown in Figure 
23. Under the same outdoor conditions, the two houses behave totally differently. The 
plot on top indicates that the pre-1978 house is less insulated than the default internal 
model in that the pre-cooling setpoint determined by the default internal model is 
somewhat higher than it should be. As the result, we can see greater energy use during a 
high price period. On the other hand, the lower plot implies that the post-1992 house is 
better for pre-cooling. 
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Pre-1978 house is less 
insulated than default 
internal house model. 
Tolerable prediction 
error. 

No AC use during peak 
time. Post-1992 house is 
better for precooling 
than default internal 
house model. 

 
 
Figure 23: Simulation result from the internal house model with defaults 
 
Lab Test 
Before we install the DREAM system into real houses, simple controlled physical 
environments are used to test the reliability and correctness of the system’s operation. 
These environments include a Plexiglas model house with cooling system (see Appendix 
K), a full-scale wall section with a fan, electrical outlets, circuit breaker, and standard 
electrical meter, and an office room with several students and staff. 
 
The functions of all motes were verified against our design. We monitored battery life to 
determine the length of field test. We calibrated the new temperature sensors (see 
Appendix H) and discovered that the sensors have constant bias if using the same 
calibration formula. In order to get better resolution of temperature, the sensors were 
calibrated individually. Once we determined temperature resolution, we used 0.5F 
increments for the controller. 
 
Another series of lab tests focused on the communication between the controller software 
and database. To test communication robustness, we intentionally created unreliable 
internet connections. Disconnections of various duration are made when the system 
performs different operations. The software code was modified to accommodate each 
exception. Meanwhile, we monitored the database service on the server. We intentionally 
uploaded data with different or the wrong format to test the error checking ability of the 
database service. Over the course of these tests, we discovered and corrected a number of 
bugs in the operation of the central control software. 
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Field test 
We tested the DREAM system in two occupied houses during summer 2007. The purpose 
of the tests was to test the functions of the system, to verify simulation results, and to get 
feedback from participants. We were looking for single family detached houses not far 
from UC Berkeley, in which the occupants use their air conditioning during the summer 
months. See Appendix L for the solicitation. We asked around and by chance got two 
volunteer houses located about 10 miles apart about 40 miles northwest of Berkeley. The 
two houses were exposed to the same outdoor conditions, but the house structure, HVAC 
system and residents’ schedules were different. This diversity offered the opportunity to 
test the system under different conditions. We developed a detailed test plan (see 
Appendix M), and adjusted this plan during the actual tests. The participants were 
interviewed before and after the tests to collect information about their energy use habits 
and to get feedback.  
 
Physical description 
House 1 is a 1700 square foot two-story stucco house built in 1991. The living room has a 
cathedral ceiling that is open to the stairs and upstairs hallway that leads to four 
bedrooms upstairs. Most of the windows face east or west. Three ceiling fans are 
controlled manually in the living room, kitchen and master bedroom. The HVAC system 
is a Carrier split system air conditioner/furnace, with supply grilles in the floor 
throughout the house. The owner replaced the original setback thermostat with a White 
Rodgers programmable thermostat. 
 
There were two occupants of the house: one male that works at home and leaves for 
business irregularly during the day and one teenage female who is there some of the time. 
A black Labrador is inside most of the time. The owner reported that he normally keeps 
the thermostat set to 74F during day and night, and when he leaves and remembers to 
offset the temperature, he sets the thermostat to 79F. Participant opens up the windows 
(upstairs) at night and closes during the day. The main electrical appliances are the 
clothes washer and dryer. 
 
Fourteen motes were installed in House 1. We designed a plastic sheet to hold many of 
the motes which attached to light switches as shown below. This allowed the temperature 
sensors to read at approximately the same height. Temperature sensors were placed in the 
master bedroom, upstairs hallway, kitchen, and living room, where the thermostat was 
located. One temperature sensor was placed directly in the supply grille in the floor of the 
master bedroom. Relative humidity data were collected from the living room mote. The 
occupancy switch was located at the entrance to the garage. A mote outside under the 
southeast eave of the roof measured temperature, relative humidity, and solar radiation on 
top of the roof. One mote was outside measuring current at the air conditioner circuit 
breaker. Another mote at the main circuit breaker panel measured current from the 
blower fan, the clothes washer, clothes dryer, the kitchen, and on both main branches of 
the panel. The third current sensing mote measured current at the main computer in the 
house. In the family room were the motes for the HVAC relay, thermostat switch, and 
base mote for the computer, as well as the price indicator. 
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Figure 24: Example of generic mote installation. 
 
We used an ultra mobile PC–the Samsung Q1—to host both the controller and the 
interface. The size of the computer is slightly larger than a programmable thermostat, and 
the touchscreen made it ideal for user input. The computer is shown below. 
 

 
 
Figure 25: The DREAM controller and interface. 
 
House 2 is a 1500 square foot one-story house built in 1984. One ceiling fan continuously 
runs in the family room. The HVAC system is a General Electric split system air 
conditioner/furnace, with supply grilles in the ceiling. The thermostat is the original 
manual setback Honeywell Chronotherm shown below. The house has two skylights in 
the roof and an attic fan. 
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Figure 26: Manual Setback Thermostat in House 2. 
 
There were two occupants of the house, one male and one female who are normally out 
of the house during the day, but during a portion of the test were at home taking care of 
newborn puppies. The participant looks at weather forecast for the day to decide to use 
the air conditioning. Usually the setpoint during the day is 70F, and lowered in the 
evening, and turned off at night. If the weather is hot, the setpoint is 68F and 70F at night. 
The participant opens up the house at night; two windows are opened during the day as 
well. 
 
Fifteen motes were installed in House 2. The occupancy switch mote was located near the 
front door. Temperature sensing motes were placed in the master bedroom, bedroom, 
office, and living room; in addition there was a temperature sensor in the supply grille in 
the ceiling of the living room. The outdoor mote was placed under the southeast eave of 
the roof; in this house, the repeater mote was necessary to relay the data from the outside 
mote to the base mote. The mote in the bedroom had a relative humidity sensor. One 
mote outside measured the current at the air conditioner circuit breaker panel. The mote 
at the main circuit breaker panel measured the current from the blower fan, dishwasher, 
the workshop 240V circuit, and workshop outlets, and two main branches of the panel. 
The third current sensing mote measured current from the clothes washer. The price 
indicator mote was located in the laundry room. The HVAC relay mote, thermostat 
switch mote, and base mote attached to the computer were located near the existing 
thermostat near the family room. 
 
Test Plans and Implementation 
The total time for testing was approximately six weeks. The test for House 1 began two 
weeks earlier than the other. The test is divided into three phases as described below; 
however, the system communication reliability is continuously monitored during the 
whole test. See Appendix M for details. 

• System check out period. For the first week, the DREAM system is installed in 
the house and is connected with the HVAC system, but does not control it. The 
AC is still controlled by the original thermostat, while the DREAM system 
monitors the temperature, occupancy status, electrical appliance use, and HVAC 
system status. The DREAM system evaluates the default internal model and AC 
efficiency with these data. 
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• Mimicking period. This is a two-day period where the DREAM system controls 
the HVAC system in order to reproduce the operation of original thermostat. This 
time is used to test the actuation functions and to train the occupants to interact 
with the DREAM interface. 

• Testing period. The bulk of the testing focuses on the main functions of the 
DREAM system: optimization, precooling and house modeling. The house 
temperature is controlled by these strategies and control behavior is evaluated 
with different parameters. Note that one of the parameters changed is a simulated 
price. The participants could see a change in price on the user interface, but no 
actual change to their utility bill took place. 

 
We made several visits to each house during the tests. The first and last visits were for 
system installation and removal; other trips were to change batteries, change hardware 
settings and solve problems. We recorded test events, our activities and participants’ 
activities. Test plans were adjusted to respond to occupancy and climate changes.  
 
Results 
The DREAM system had full control of the HVAC systems of two houses for several 
weeks. However, there were a few problems, some of which were solved immediately 
and others that warrant further analysis. The test for house 1 lasted approximately seven 
weeks due to fixes and working around the participant’s schedule. The test for house 2 
lasted about six weeks. 
 
We captured the behavior of the house plus HVAC for warm days and very hot days; 
over the course of the tests, the outdoor daily high temperature ranged from 27 to 41C 
(80.6 to 105.8F). House 1 performed reasonably well under hot conditions, and 
responded well to precooling scenarios. Figure 27 shows the inside (Ti), outside (To) and 
AC supply temperature (Tac) for house 1 for three days. The air conditioner is cycling all 
three days to cool the house, but struggles on the hottest day.  
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Figure 27: House 1 temperature, 26-28 August 2007. 
 
House 2 however appeared to have an undersized HVAC unit, which could barely keep 
up on hot days, and was completely underpowered for very hot days. Precooling was not 
an option for this house. Figure 28 shows the same three days in August. The air 
conditioner was cycling the first two days (albeit on a lot of the time), but on the hottest 
day, is on constantly, and still allows the temperature to drift up. 
 

 
 
Figure 28: House 2 Temperature, 26-28 Aug 2007. 
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Goal seeker and occupancy schedules 
One test was to evaluate the goal seeker in optimizing the temperature setpoint for 
occupancy and price. Although simulations show a reasonable setpoint generated by goal 
seeking layer, the actual results are hard to evaluate. In house 1, there was not much 
opportunity for optimization for the system because the acceptable temperature range by 
the resident was very narrow, especially for precooling. The participants complained that 
it was too cold during precooling mode and too hot when the temperature setpoint was 
raised during a simulated price increase. The goal seeker was not able to work for house 
2 either. The air conditioning system for house 2 was apparently too small for the house 
and climate. On very hot days, the occupants turned on the air conditioner in the morning, 
otherwise the house would get too hot in the afternoon. On one such day, at 11 am the 
indoor temperature kept increasing although the AC was on. In this case, the goal seeking 
strategies do not work. 
  
An occupancy switch mote was used to collect the occupancy information by requiring 
the participants to push a button indicating arrival or departure. The two houses showed 
different occupancy schedule patterns. One is a “working from home” type, when people 
are around intermittently during the day; the other is an “away at work” type, when the 
house is unoccupied regularly for a certain interval during weekdays. The first type of 
schedule pattern is random and thus hard to identify. It is difficult for the system to 
predict the changes of status. In the second type, it is easier for the system to learn the 
occupancy pattern. However, the participants forgot to manipulate the occupancy switch 
most of the time, rendering the data unusable.  

 
Internal Model Results 
Prediction through the internal house model seemed satisfactory in simulation, but met 
problems in field testing. Changes in outdoor temperature and infiltration due to open 
windows seriously affected the prediction. Thus, the internal house model did not predict 
the indoor temperature as accurately as in simulation. However, from the field test, we 
learned about the more realistic thermal behavior of a house and characteristics of HVAC 
equipment.  
 
During most of the test, the internal house model with good defaults was evaluated. The 
prediction results were used to determine the optimal temperature setpoint in the Goal 
Seeking layer. One way to check the accuracy of the prediction is to compare the 
predicted precooling setpoint with the real indoor temperature profile. Figure 29 shows 
outdoor temperature, indoor temperature, cooling setpoint, utility price and AC status in 
house 1 on August 29, 2007.  There were two simulated utility price increases at 8 am 
and 3 pm. We can see that the precooling setpoints were set at 19C and 21C at 6 am and 
1 pm respectively. The precooling setpoints chosen in both cases were somewhat lower 
than required. This means that the internal house model may have a higher capacity AC 
unit, or lower internal gain, or greater insulation than the house 1. 
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Figure 29:  Temperature and setpoint profile for House 1 with default parameters 
 
In the last few days of the test, the internal house model was updated with learned 
parameters. The parameters were calculated from the recorded data in the remote 
database. According to the learned parameters, house 1 has less insulation, much higher 
internal gain, and slightly higher AC capacity than the default internal house model. 
However, due to a calculation error at that time, a lower internal gain was used for the 
test. Figure 30 shows the result. The main difference is the second precooling setpoint: a 
one degree higher setpoint (22C) was chosen when the outdoor temperature was 2C 
cooler. This implies that the learned parameters may provide a better prediction than the 
model with defaults. However, the first precooling setpoint was far from a reasonable 
prediction, thus requiring more analysis. 
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Figure 30: Temperature and cooling setpoint profile with learned parameters. 
 
In figure 31, we compare the measured indoor temperature with the predicted 
temperature for two consecutive days. The actual outdoor conditions (temperature, solar 
radiation), AC status and the initial indoor temperature were applied to the learned house 
model for the prediction. The predicted indoor temperature follows the measured 
temperature within error range 5F◦, except during the first evening (6pm- midnight). One 
possible reason for the large error is that windows are open and the conduction rate 
increased.  Another reason is that internal gain is not constant as assumed. It varies by 
number of residents and their behavior (for instance, cooking). If these detailed 
information could be provided, the prediction will be more accurate. Even without them, 
the current house learning algorithm is still promising.  
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Figure 31: Indoor temperature prediction with learned parameters, Antioch, 
California from Sep.1, 2007 – Sep.2, 2007 
 
Hardware and Network Problems 
In general, the main concern in developing a new system is stability. During simulation 
of the control code, a severe memory leakage was discovered and solved by modifying 
the code. System freezes that occurred during lab tests and preliminary field tests were 
found to be caused by an unstable network connection. Despite all of our lab testing, we 
encountered a number of problems in the control code, hardware, and network during the 
field tests.  
 
We experienced system failures in both tests, in which the controller on the computer 
froze. Usually the system failed while the air conditioner was off, so the temperature in 
the house grew uncomfortable. In many cases, we were able to restart the computer 
remotely to resolve the problem. On some occasions, the computer had to be restarted 
manually. We think the problem was in the connection to the internet. In house 1, the 
computer was connected via wireless to the internet. When we used a wired network 
connection instead of wireless connection, network stability definitely improved, but the 
same system freezes occurred in the second house test. We discovered that the system 
can freeze when the network connection is destabilized during the data uploading period.  
 
Battery life was another issue. Many efforts were made to maximize the battery life in the 
mote communication. However, in the first house test, the compressor froze due to the 
exhausted batteries in the HVAC relay after five weeks. The batteries were also replaced 
in house 2 at five weeks because the outdoor mote’s battery ran down. 
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The other problems were fairly minor and were fixed immediately. For example, the 
sensors fell off the plastic strip attached to the light switch and required stapling for a 
better hold. Another example was the placement of the outdoor temperature sensor. 
Initially in both houses, exposure to the low angle direct morning sun caused a peak in 
outdoor temperature. We removed this effect by relocating the outdoor sensors. Figure 32 
shows the difference of outdoor temperature profiles before and after the sensor 
relocation. Another issue was the order in which the sensor data were updated for 
calibration. In the past code, an initial temperature was calculated based on the default 
battery voltage (3V). Since the actual battery voltage varies over the charge of the battery, 
the actual battery voltage should be updated first to provide accurate temperature data. 
Another issue was the computer itself. The computer at house 1 was a year old and had 
been used for part of the first field test. Three weeks into the test, it began making noise 
and was replaced by a brand new computer. 
 

 
  
Figure 32: Outdoor temperature profiles before (left) and after (right) sensor 
relocation 
 
Other issues were left for the next field test. For example, the price indicator mote ran out 
of batteries after about a week. This was not a crucial part of the test, so we will leave it 
up to a future field test to fix this problem, probably due to high drainage due to the 
LEDs. Another issue was the calibration of the current sensor motes as discussed in detail 
in Appendix I. The fan current, for example, read 10 A in house 2, but was actually 
approximately 7A. 
 
User Feedback 
The occupant in house 1 seemed to have a fairly narrow comfort range, from 22 to 26C 
(71.6 to 78.8F); the high temperature seemed only acceptable for the hottest day. 
Otherwise the high comfort temperature was about 24.5C (76.1F). On the other hand, 
occupants of house 2 had a wider comfort range, from 21 to 28C (69.8 to 82.4F). 
 
After the test, the participants were asked a number of questions about the thermostat and 
demand response. In general, the participants were able to easily read the indoor and 
outdoor temperature and relative humidity. They appreciated having information about 
their electrical consumption—the bar graphs seemed helpful, especially the break down 
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by appliance. One participant suggested using a pie chart instead to easily see what 
percentage of energy use goes towards which device. He also suggested that cost is really 
the main issue, not energy consumption, and would be better to focus on those graphs. 
The other participant found all the graphs a bit overwhelming, he didn’t want to explore 
too much for fear of interfering with the test.  
 
DISCUSSION 
We successfully deployed a wireless network of sensors and actuators in two houses to 
replace the existing thermostat and control air conditioning over a six week period. In 
general, we experienced little problem with the hardware. In Phase I, we had numerous 
problems with the motes freezing during the field test, but in Phase II, the only problem 
with the motes was limited battery life. We had some difficulty with the software system 
freezing due to the internet connection, but we were also asking a lot of it, given that we 
were uploading new test code to the field computer through a remote link every few days. 
We performed a number of tests in each house to explore the dynamics of the 
HVAC+building system. We tested the optimization algorithm, the default house internal 
model and looked at the potential for computer learning for the occupant schedule and 
house parameters. The user interface was used by the participants to control the HVAC 
system. It also successfully displayed temperature, humidity, and total electrical energy 
consumption as well as display of energy and power of major appliances. In short, we 
demonstrated the potential of a smart, adapting, demand responsive, disaggregated 
thermostat that uses wireless technology. 
 
We learned a great deal, especially from the field test. If another field test were done, we 
have a few suggestions for what should be improved. For one, find a better method for 
uploading new code to the computer remotely without causing a system freeze. It would 
be nice to have more accurate current sensors. We would add certain fault diagnostics to 
the system as well. For example, if the blower fan should fail to turn on, the air 
compressor should be turned off. Since we were measuring battery voltage anyway, 
having some alert message when the battery voltage drew low would have been helpful. 
A simple temperature sensor in the supply duct might tell when the refrigerant in the 
compressor was low, as in the case of the first test house. In general, diagnostics would 
be fairly simple to implement in this information-rich system, and would be a useful 
feature in detecting abnormal behavior in indoor temperature or the HVAC system. 
 
Since we did not include any economic incentive for the participants to reduce their 
electricity consumption, we cannot make any conclusions about their reaction to our 
simulated price signals. Yet we can still learn about human behavior and HVAC system 
and house behavior through these tests. The thermal tolerance of each participant was 
very different: the participant who worked at home and had grown up in a closed-house 
environment preferred a tight temperature range (74-75F) during the day. (Although we 
note that he was quite tolerant to when our system accidentally created an uncomfortable 
environment.) The other household had an undersized air conditioner—they set the 
thermostat to 70F in the morning in order for the house to reach 78F in the afternoon—a 
manual “precooling” of sorts. They were tolerant of much higher temperatures. (Note that 
this supports the Adaptive Comfort Standard: people who are used to air conditioning 
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have a more narrow temperature range). Both households opened up the house at night to 
take advantage of the delta breeze and appreciated outdoor temperature information, 
although one household kept a few windows open all the time. One participant welcomed 
smart technology; the other seemed a bit more wary of it (and made comments indicating 
a lack of trust for utilities, suggesting he would go offgrid to avoid “offensive” rates). 
One participant used the setback feature of the thermostat when he remembered to set it 
when he left. The other participant indicated that a setback feature would be useful, but 
didn’t know their thermostat already had a setback mechanism. 
 
The default for programmable communicating thermostats is that they would 
automatically change 4F in response to a price increase. But our tests indicate that a 
setpoint is meaningless without the context of the house, the HVAC equipment, and its 
occupants. What if the air conditioner is undersized? oversized? What if the house has 
lots of mass or little mass? well insulated or poorly insulated? How will this affect people 
that work at home or have animals versus those gone during the day? 
 
This work leaves some interesting questions unanswered, which we hope to provide in 
future research. The house internal model could benefit by testing in more houses. The 
precooling algorithm should consider price as well as the dynamics of the house+air 
conditioning system. The occupancy learning module might first determine whether there 
is a pattern to be learned. Now that we have developed learning algorithms of the house, 
HVAC system, and occupants’ behaviors, these should be tested with different systems. 
Different and simpler graphs for the user interface should be tested. Many people have 
been intrigued by the concept of feedback of cost given temperature setpoint, and cost of 
appliances at different rates. Now that we have successfully monitored appliances, this 
could be implemented and tested. To test with a real price incentive would be useful as 
well.  
 
CONCLUSION 
The Thermostat/Controls subgroup of the Demand Response Enabling Technology 
Development (DRETD) group developed and tested a disaggregated thermostat that 
automatically responds to utility price signals. The Demand Response Electrical 
Appliance Manager (DREAM) uses a star wireless network of multiple kinds of sensors 
to create an information-rich environment; wireless actuators complete the control loop in 
replacing thermostat relays to HVAC equipment. The sophisticated controller at the heart 
of DREAM uses this information to learn information about the house and its equipment 
in order to optimize the temperature setpoint for both cost and comfort. The user interface 
provides a friendly and informative face to the system, allowing people full control over 
the system but also teaching and advising them how to save energy and money. 
 
The DREAM system was tested via simulations and two field implementations. While we 
are presently still analyzing the data, the initial results show promise for the optimization, 
learning algorithms, and user interface. We hope this work provides a springboard 
towards further research and development in learning systems and human behavior in 
developing a demand response future. 
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APPENDICES 
 
Appendix A: Occupancy Switch 
Jonathan Ellithorpe and Therese Peffer 
 
We had developed motion sensors for Phase I to detect occupancy, but decided to add an 
occupancy switch for the second round of testing. The idea behind this mote is to have a 
button the occupant can push when he or she first arrives at the house or leaves. For 
purposes of testing the DREAM control system, we wanted to have an accurate means of 
detecting occupancy.  
 
The occupancy switch was built on the generic mote platform, in which one circuit board 
was designed to handle several types of sensors that plugged into the board via 
monojacks. This mote also had a temperature sensor and motion sensor, but in addition 
had red and green LEDs and a pushbutton mounted directly to the plastic enclosure of the 
mote. The LEDs provided feedback and indicated whether the house was occupied (green 
light on) or not (red light on). 
 

 
Figure 33: The occupancy switch in unoccupied mode. 
 
Code Description – Occupancy Switch 
The occupancy switch is different from the other generic motes because it has a button on 
the top that grounds the user input on the mote board. When this happens, the mote is 
instructed to send a DRMsg three times. The reason for this is to try and ensure the 
controller receives the message. If the controller does not receive any of the three 
messages, it will simply get the data the next time the sensor timer fires. Future versions 
of the Occupancy Switch can easily include confirmation message receiving, however for 
the time being this method should suffice and the controller code does not have to be 
reprogrammed. 
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Appendix B: Outdoor Mote (Temperature, Humidity, Solar Radiation) 
Jonathan Ellithorpe 
 
In Phase I, a weather station mote relayed data from both radiation sensors (pyranometers) 
and wind direction and speed, plus an addition mote relayed temperature and relative 
humidity data. We decided to develop a simpler weather station for the second set of 
testing. We developed a mote with a single pyranometer, one shielded temperature sensor, 
and built-in relative humidity sensor. We referred to this mote here as the generic outdoor 
mote. 
  
Pyranometer 
The reading a GenericMoteOutdoor mote will give you is the voltage seen across a small 
resistor. This voltage corresponds to the current flowing through the resistor, which is the 
same as the current being pushed out of the pyranometer due to solar radiation hitting the 
sensor. Attached to each pyranometer is a tag that displays the sensor’s “multiplier.” 
 
This multiplier has units of: 
 
Watts / square meter 
       MicroAmps 
 
You’ll notice that the tag displays the multiplier as negative. This is a formality that we 
can ignore. 
 
All together, the pyranometer acts as a dependent current source, being dependent on 
solar radiation hitting the sensor, and has an amplification given by the multiplier. 
 
Thus, to calculate current we do the following: 
 
ADCcounts * (Vref)    *   |Multiplier|  =  Watts  
    4095_________                                m^2 
             R 
 
For OD-104, the measured resistance R is 214 ohms. 
 
See: 
 
http://www.licor.com/env/Products/Sensors/calconstant.jsp
 
for more information. 
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Appendix C: HVAC Relay Upgrade 
Po-kai Chen, Reman Child, and Chen Sun 

ontrol  
esidential HVAC at the thermostat level works by shorting the 24vac line to the heat 

pressor (cooling), or fan line, usually in response to some predetermined 

 the 
orresponding relay on or off.  

ince the relays are latched, power is saved by only setting/resetting the relay for the 
sary to switch - about 5 ms. Unlatched relays, in comparison, must 

owered in the ON state.  

  
Description 
The HVAC (Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning) relay mote serves three primary 
purposes: relay control, temperature sensing, and power price indication as per the 
Demand Response Electrical Appliance Manager (DREAM) framework.  
  
Relay c
R
(heating), com
change in temperature. (For our purposes, only a 4-wire system was implemented). The 
HVAC mote implements this functionality with three latching relays tied to the 24vac hot 
and respective heat, compressor, and fan lines. When the T-mote Sky mote receives a 
relay command from the controller, it sets its expansion pins (see Table 2) to turn
c
  
S
amount of time neces
be continuously p
 

Control Message Function 
X X 1 Compressor ON 
X X 0 Compressor OFF 
X 1 X Fan ON 
X 0 X Fan OFF 
1 X X Heat ON 
0 X X Heat OFF 

  
Table 2: Relay Commands 
 
Each function is controlled by a single bit within the control message, with the X’s 

 and the Compressor on, the 
esponding to Heat OFF, Fan ON, 

pressor ON. Note that as of Summer 2006, the control messages do not correspond 
ly to the states of the ADC pins. Control message 011, for example does NOT mean 

 with four LEDs and their respective colors: blue (critical), red 
(high), yellow (medium), and green (low/normal). A decoder connected to ADC6 and 7 
controls the LEDs. Refer to Table 3 for an LED mapping. For low power consumption, 
the LEDs operate off 3mA in the default setup. If this is not sufficient, the 1K and 1.5K 
resistors tied to the LEDs can be switched to lower resistive values. Note that the blue 
LED requires a voltage of approximately 3.7V to turn on and is the sole reason the 
HVAC relay requires three D-cell batteries rather than two. 

denoting “don’t cares.” For example, to turn only the Fan
control message should be 011 (3 in decimal), corr
Com
exact
that ADC0 is set to low, ADC1 is set to high, and ADC2 is set to high. 
  
Price indication  
Price indication occurs
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Feedback 
The HVAC Relay is also programmed to send a feedback message after receiving an 

his is simply an echo of the instruction and confirms that it has received and instruction. T
processed the instruction.  
  

ADC6 ADC7 Function 
LOW LOW Low Price (Green) 
LOW HIGH Medium Price (Yellow) 
HIGH LOW High Price (Red) 
HIGH HIGH Critical Price (Blue) 

 
Table 3: LED state mapping 
 
Temperature sensing  
Temperature sensing is achieved by connecting an RTD (temperature sensor elsewhere 

ferred to as a thermistor) to the mono jack located next to the compression terminals. 

n the T-mote Sky, the RTD voltage is read off 
e ADC3 expansion pin.  

  
Installatio
Installation is relatively simple. The HVAC mo e used in the four wire 
HVAC configuration common to a large number of residential buildings. The four wires 
are colored red, white, gr , and yellow, for the 24vac hot side of transformer, heat, fan, 
and air compressor resp vely. To install the HV , simply connect the wires 
coming out of the wall (or previously connected to the house thermostat) to the color-

ded compression terminals on the side of the HVAC mote. Now, connect the RTD 
ono jack located on the same side as the compression 

rminals. Finally, make sure the on/off switch is in the on position. 

ogramming  
e been outlined in previous sections. For efficient power consumption, 

ar in the board file. 

re
Because the RTD is powered straight off the battery, there is no voltage regulation. This 
means that when calibrating the RTD, the current battery level must be accounted for and 
used to find the correct calibration curve. O
th

n  
te is designed to b

een
ecti AC mote

co
temperature sensor to the m
te
  
Notes  
In the event of hardware or battery failure, the HVAC mote can be manually overridden 
by the switch located at the top of the unit. This breaks the connection between the 24vac 
and the rest of the circuit, effectively switching off any relay that might be set ON. 
 
Pr
Pin mappings hav
the HVAC mote should be programmed to turn the radio on at 10 or 30 second intervals. 
This assumes that the controller will then send any price/relay change commands for at 
least 10 or 30 seconds (respectively).  
 
Eagle  
The fingerprint for the transistors in the board file and the physical transistors differ, so 
the transistors must be positioned opposite to how they appe
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Appendix D: Thermostat Switch Hardware Upgrade 
n and Chen Sun 

ains a flip switch that physically shorts the four wires from the  
usehold HVAC system with the household thermostat and HVAC relay. This device 

also provides sen  d ing whether the heater, fan, or air compressor is on. 
With two sets of sensors, th  is able to ermostat is in control of 
the physical HVAC system, regardless of w is in.  
  
The switch togeth  th s enables sks:  

) Monitor the actual electrical connection of the HVAC relay mote before it is hooked 
 for testing purposes.  

) Monitor the usage pattern of the existing thermostat.  
erride to the current house thermostat in case something is wrong 

ion and Usage 

re 34) 
ed to the original household thermostat. The switch located in the center 

Po-kai Che
 
Description 
The thermostat switch cont
ho

sors for etermin
e mote  determine which th

hich position the switch 

er with e sensor  us to perform three ta
(1
up to the house’s HVAC system
(2
(3) Enable a manual ov

 
Figure 34: Thermostat Switch Mote 
 
Installat
The HVAC switch contains three sets of four-jack compression terminals. The terminal 
in the center is to be connected directly to the household HVAC system through the four 
wires coming through the wall. The terminal on the left in Figure 34 above is to be 
onnected to the HVAC relay mote. The last terminal (pictured on the right in Figuc

is to be connect
top of Figure 34 is a standard four pole / double throw switch. If the switch is switched to 
the left (called position 1 from now on), the HVAC system will be controlled by the 
thermostat on the left. If the switch is switched to the right (called position 2 from now 
on), the system will be controlled by the thermostat connected to the terminal to the right.  
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Device Input / Output 
The main IO, as described above, consists of the two thermostats and the switch as inputs, 
nd the terminal going out to the wall as the output. In addition to these physical IO 

 the device also outputs the HVAC status through the T-mote Sky mote using 
a
connections,
radio. As the raw sensor data can vary from system to system for the same state, it is 
difficult to determine the state for a system based just on raw sensor data. Therefore, a 
carefully calibrated threshold value should be used from system to system. 
  

 0 1 
Sensor 711 Heater OFF Heater ON 
Sensor 712 Fan OFF Fan ON 
Sensor 713 AC OFF AC ON 
Sensor 714 Heater Relay OFF Heater Relay ON 
Sensor 715 Fan Relay OFF Fan Relay ON 
Sensor 716 AC Relay OFF AC Relay ON 
Sensor 717 Switch in position 0 Switch in position 1 

 

 
ostat 

eans that the 
physical system
  
The T-mo s of [711,716]. 
The table ab ssage structure 
of the data packet th DR structure for eight 
sensors, the seven listed a
  

otes: 
C correctly. If the HVAC system does not use an 

C powered relay (i.e. the one in the old plastic house), this will not sense the status 

Table 4: Mapping of sensor data to system state. 

Note that Heater Relay, Fan Relay, and AC Relay correspond to what the therm
connected to position 1 is trying to do. If the switch is in position 1, then it m

 is taking commands from that thermostat. 

te Sky mote is sampling six points on the circuit, with sensors ID
ove summarizes the possible outputs from the device. The me

at this mote sends out follows the standard 
bove and one for reporting the internal battery voltage.  

N
This device is only capable of sensing A
A
correctly. 
 
The threshold value is adjustable as a parameter in the code. Future versions should send 
raw data instead of a 0 or 1 value. 
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Appendix E: CT Sensor Board Upgrade 
Po-kai Chen and Chen Sun 
 
There were two current sensor motes developed for phase II: one with a single sensor for 
a single appliance and the other with six sensors to measure six circuit breakers at the 
main panel. The photos below show both types. 
 

     
 

igure 35: Current sensing motes F
 
The current sensor mote uses a clamp-on Current Transducer (CT) and interfaces through 
a circuit board and plug. The CT sensor board enables real-time monitoring of a current 
through a wire. Each CT has a slider that enables switching between three desired 
perating regions: 5A, 25A, and 100A. When a wire carrying AC current (or ao  set of 

rrying a net non-zero AC current) is passed through the clamp, DC voltage is 

ple 10 times before 
returning the maximum value out of the 10 as the sensor data.  
 
The output voltage of the CT is close to linear with the current input if the correct 
operating region is selected. Note that in the 5A operating region, the CT is nonlinear for 
currents below .3A. In the 25A operating region, this nonlinear region is found below 2A.  
 
Most responses between each individual CT carry a small variance. During the 
calibration period process, if a CT was found to exhibit a response noticeably different 
than most other CT’s, it is marked and not used for testing. The following calibration 
equations govern the CT behavior in the linear region, and are accurate to within 10% for 
the CT’s used in the test. 

wires ca
generated at the output. This means when measuring current through an AC cord, the two 
(or three) conducting wires need to be split so only one of the supply rails goes through 
the clamp. 
 
Current transformer output 
The output of the CT is not clean. A simple RC low pass filter is employed to lower the 
high frequency noise. The mote software is also designed to sam
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25A region: 
Current(AMPS) = 1.216×[(ADC_VALUE +1908.52)0.5 – 42.768] 
 
5A region:
Current(AMPS) = .00235×ADC_VALUE + .190525 
 
A set of fifth order nonlinear equations were also produced for operation outside or near 
the borders of the selected region of operation. 
 
Notes 
The CT output has a polarity associated with it. Plugging the header in reverse would not 
work. The V- side of the CT’s are marked with black tape. 
The current can be doubled by forming a loop with the wire you intend to measure and 
having the same wire go through the clamp twice. This is useful if you need to get a 
reading that’s in the range of the selected region of operation.  
The board and mote software can also be used for general sensing purposes, including 
sensing with other models of CT’s, as all it does is return raw data sensed from its ADC 
pins. 
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Appendix F: Generic Mote Software Upgrade 
thorpe 

 
ject: GenericMoteNoHum, GenericMoteOutdoor. GenericMote. OcSwitch. 

 
 
Figure 36: The generic mote attached to plastic sheet (mounted to light switch in 
field). 
 
The difference between each of these motes is their functions and what readings they take. 
The type of sensors on each mote can be found in the following table. 
 
  Sensors 

Jonathan Elli
 

is document describes the code used for programming the four types of motes used inTh
the DR pro
 

Mote Type Thermistor Motion
Battery 
Voltage

Sensirion 
Humidity

Occupancy 
switch Pyranometer

Generic Mote x x x x     
Generic Mote 
Outdoor x   x x   x 
Generic Mote No 
Hum x x x       
Generic Mote Plus    
(Oc Switch) x x x   x   

 
Table 5: Types of motes and corresponding sensors 
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Code Description - General 

or all motes, every 60 seconds a sensor timer is fired. This timer event triggers a series 

nd 
en turns the radio off after 10ms.  

 
The packet for sending d
 

F
of readings specific to that mote, that occur 100ms apart from each other. When the mote 
is finished taking readings, it turns the radio on, if it isn’t on already, sends the data, a
th

ata is as follows: 

typedef struct DRMsg { 
  uint16_t moteID;     // Equal to TOS_LOCAL_ADDRESS  
  uint16_t thermistorID;  
  uint16_t thermistor;   // raw data from ADC 
  uint16_t motionID;  
  uint16_t motion;     // raw data from ADC
  uint16_t internalTempID;  
  uint16_t internalTemp;  // raw data from ADC 
  uint16_t ocSwitchID; 
  uint16_t ocSwitch;  // raw data from ADC 
  uint16_t sensirionHumID;  
  uint16_t sensirionHum;  // raw data from ADC  
  uint16_t sensirionTempID; 
  uint16_t sensirionTemp;  // raw data from ADC 
  uint16_t pyranometerID;  
  uint16_t pyranometer;  // raw data from ADC  
  uint16_t internalVoltID;  
  uint16_t internalVolt;  // raw data from ADC 
}DRMsg_t; 
 
All motes send info ote doesn’t have a 
articular sensor, the sensorID is set to 999 (for example GenericMoteNoHum which 

hey send this message with handlerID 16 (0x10), and groupID 1 (0x01). 

rmation that is in this format. If a type of m
p
does not take humidity sensor readings). 
 
T
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Appendix G: Wireless Network Debugging Software 

ommunication directly between the computer and a 
ote to aid in debugging and automated testing. 

onfiguration 
v  librar es, the debugging software requires four additional 

untim time 

r .5.0

g th

e mote is connected to. If 
port number will display 

lid COM ports. 

stamp on the message, convert the raw data into 
ase 10 integers, and put it on the main text area. 

Advanced Functionality: 
 
Sending Messages:

Chen Sun 
 
After only a few debugging sessions between the controller and hardware, it became clear 
that a reliable and user-friendly debugging interface was needed. The debugging software 
was written in order to allow easy c
m
 
C
In addition to the standard Ja a i
files to be placed in the a e folder. The example shown is for Java run Jav r
environment version 1.5.0.11: 

--- jre1.5.0.11\bin win32com.dll   
s  javax.comm.propertie --- jre1.5.0.11\lib 

e1 .11\bin\ext comm.jar   --- j
getenv.dll    --- jre1.5.0.11\bin 

nin e JavaGUI.jar file. The program is started by run
 
Basic Functionality: 
Connect to a Mote by going to  
 
Mote  Connect COM port  
 
then enter the COM port number (for example, 2 for COM2) th

rt number is unknown, inputting an invalid COM the COM po
e list of vath

 
If the mote is running the TOSBase program, it will begin to relay messages it receives to 
the program. The program will put a time
b
 

 
Set the GroupID and HandlerID of the message: 
 
Options  Change GroupID   (Default 0x83) 
 and 
Options  Change HandlerID (Default 0x21) 
 
Type in the relevant text field in the text area above the Quit button with the message you 
want to send (use an integer) and press send. The sent message should then appear on the 
main text area. Send can be pressed multiple times to keep sending. A mote does not have 
to be running TOSBase in order to send messages. 
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If there are multiple Motes connected, the mote to send from can also be changed: 

ote  Send From... 
 
M
 
Log Files: 
If the received messages are follow the DR message structure format: 
 
(MoteID    SensorID0    SensorData0    SensorID1    SensorData1 ...etc) 

ogF e 

file.txt). 
reated in the directory where the 
dy when doing calibrations. 

 
Then the program can filter different messages from different MoteID’s to different 
logfiles. 
 
Mote  Filter to L il
 
Then enter a MoteID followed by a log file location (such as c:\log
If a name is given without a path, the log file will be c
avaGUI.jar file is located. This feature is especially hanJ

 
Sensor Aliases: 
Again, if the received messages are follow the DR messaging format, this replaces a 

se. For example if sensorID0 is 5000, and we wish to see it 
 can replace the sensorID# of 5000 with BATTVAL 

 sensorID.txt file. 

reloaded every time the program starts, so if a change to 
ade while the program is running, do 

e DR Message Format 

SensorID# with something el
s BATTVAL, the programa

whenever it is seen. If the program is writing to a log file, this will also write BATTVAL 
to the log file. 
To enable this feature, first add entries into the sensorID.txt file in the form of: 
 
<SensorID> <SensorAlias> 
 
SensorID is a base 10 integer and SensorAlias is a single word. They are separated by a 
single space. Several examples are included in the
 
T
se

he sensor aliases are 
nsorID.txt file is m

 
Options  Reload Sensor Aliases 
 

he entries. in order to update t
 
To turn the sensor aliasing feature on, do Options -> Enabl
 
Scroll Lock: 
Tired of the screen moving down while reading data? Enable scroll lock by doing: 
 
Options  Scroll Lock 
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Notes and Troubleshooting 
• If the program is not giving you any kind of messages after starting up, it means that 

iles needed in the configuration process is missing or is in the 
folder that does not correspond to the current version of Java that is running. 

gram will not recognize motes that are plugged in after starting the program. 

at least one of the f

• The pro
Restart the program to make it recognize the mote. 

• In order to receive messages, a Mote running the TOSBase program (with the 
corresponding GroupID) must be connected to the program 

• If big messages are not received or are incomplete (i.e. too short) double check 
whether the Makefile in your TOSBase compilation has TOSMsgSize = 100 

 

 
Figure 37: The Debugging Software Terminal 
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Appendix H: Temperature Calibration 

 
Dur f motes 

 
to c  mote that is used for temperature 

g in the 
ther ensing 

t each 
mo al curves 

atched each other with respect to

Kyle Konis, Chen Sun and DongEun Kim 

ing Phase I of this project, we were mainly concerned with the network o
functioning properly. After the motes were removed from the first test house, we decided

heck the precision of the temperature sensors. Each
sensing has a generic circuit board attached with a resistor and monojacks to plu

mistors or temperature sensors. We put the thermistors from each temperature s
mote into a thick Styrofoam box and sealed it for 24 hours. The results showed tha

te recorded temperatures that followed a diurnal swing, and these sinusoid
 time. However, the difference between the sensor m

readings at any point in time was ±2ºF (1.1C). We decided to replace the resistor with a 
precision resistor to increase the precision of the readings for the second phase of the 
project, and to calibrate them before installation in the field. 
 
During calibration, we wanted to ensure that the thermistor on each mote was subject to 
the same temperature. Our method was to arrange all the thermistors at the center of a 
sealed cardboard box approx 16” by 16” in size. A precision mercury thermometer was 
also placed in the box, the sensing end in the center as shown below in Figure 38. The 
box was placed on a table inside the Center for the Built Environment’s (CBE) comfort 
chamber where the air temperature can be held to a given setpoint within 0.5 deg C.  
 

 
 
Figure 38: Left:  Thermistors and thermometer in box. Right: Sealed box in comfort 
chamber. 
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We started the test with the comfort chamber at 28C (82.4ºF) and stepped the room 
. Because it was taking approximately three 

ours for the temperature in the box to come into equilibrium with the room temperature, 
temperature down by 2-degree increments
h
we took readings even when the box was not exactly at equilibrium, assuming that 
because the rate of change within the box was very slow, the mercury thermometer had 
sufficient time to accurately respond to its surroundings. 
 
The test ran from 4:21pm May 25th to 6:50pm May 26th. The comfort chamber 
mechanical system was turned off at 11 pm May 25th and control was resumed at 
11:55am May 26th. Figure 39 below shows the overall scheme of the test. 
 

 
Figure 39: Overview
 

 of comfort chamber setpoint “stepping.” 

r of half of the motes was around 0.1C, the others had a higher average 
eviation of 0.3C. Since we would like the DREAM controller to control at 0.5C 

resolution, we decided to use a unique calibration equation for each mote/thermistor 
combination. 
 
Regressing the mote thermistor readings against the mercury thermometer readings, a 
slope and intercept were calculated for each mote and mote/thermistor combination. The 
temperature reading for each mote that was closest in time to the mercury thermometer 
reading was used for the regression. Note that motes update each minute, so the max time 
difference between the mercury reading and the thermistor reading was less than or equal 

While the average of deviations from the mote’s recorded temperature to the mercury 
thermomete
d
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to a minute. By calibrating the thermistor readings using the slopes and intercepts, each 
mote/thermistor combination’s average error was well below 0.1C (See Figure 40 below). 
 

 
Figure 40: Deviation before and after calibration. 
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The plot below (Figure 41) shows the thermistor deviations from mercury after 
calibration. Individual errors are sometimes still above 0.1, but do not exceed 0.16 in the 
worst case. This is a significant improvement from the worst deviations before calibration 
(Figure 42).  

 
Figure 41: Mote thermistor deviations from mercury after calibration 
 

 
Figure 42: Mote thermistor deviations from mercury before calibration. 
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Appendix I: CT Sensor Calibration 
Kyle Konis, Chen Sun and DongEun Kim 
 
Two different types of current sensing motes were developed. In Phase I, we discovered 
that many large appliances such as the clothes dryer, clothes washer, oven, and stovetop 
had dedicated 240V circuit breakers in the main panel, and decided that a single mote 
might record from several appliances at once. Thus one type had six clamp-on Current 
Transducers (CTs) and would be used at the main house circuit breaker panel to directly 
measure the current at the circuit breaker. We also discovered in Phase I that split system 
air conditioners are common in houses and have a dedicated circuit breaker panel. 
Therefore, the other current sensing mote type had a single CT to be used to measure 
single appliances such as the air conditioner compressor or refrigerator.  
 
The calibration of the CTs took place in Wurster Hall in the Center for the Built 
Environment office. The CTs were set to measure the current drawn by a refrigerator in 
the lab. All six CTs were attached to the circuit breaker panel that controlled the outlet in 
which the refrigerator was plugged. Some CTs were set to the 25-Amp operating region 
and others were set to the 5-Amp operating region in order to check for consistency 
between the two operating regions.  
 
Data was taken over the range of several days using the log file feature of the mote 
debugging software (see Appendix G). Analysis led to the conclusion that both operating 
regions have difficulty gaining precision at low current levels. It is recommended that for 

veral times to 
ouble or even triple the amount of current the CTs sense. 

 

future setups that the wire that the CT clamps around is wrapped around se
d
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Appendix J: MZEST Development and Testing 

yle Konis and Therese Peffer 

 air conditioner, 
n, or heater to heat or cool the house. The process is then repeated in a five minute 

uired to run the tests, and the variability of weather 
onditions. Because we were concerned with pre-cooling during periods of peak 

single-story house in Moraga 
here simulation results were validated against measured indoor zone temperatures using 

on-site outdoor weather conditions. During phase II, the original computer model (known 
as the “Moraga House”) was used as a base to develop additional house models with 
characteristics representing the range of California housing stock where the demand 
response enabled thermostat will be deployed. These additional models were used to test 
the ability of the thermostat’s internal model to learn “out of the box” about the thermal 
characteristics of the house where it will be installed. 
 
The likely users of demand responsive control systems are considered to be homeowners 
rather than renters. Most owned housing units (88%) are single family dwellings, both 
attached and detached. This represents about two-thirds, or 64% of the 12.2 million 
housing units in California (US Census Bureau, 2000).  
 
Because the thermal performance of the building envelope and air conditioner equipment 
have improved over time (due to more efficient window technologies, equipment 
efficiencies, and insulation values mandated by code) and air infiltration rates have 
decreased, it was important to test the thermostat control strategies using models that 
reflect these changes. Further, because the heat storage capacity of slab-on-grade 
foundations has the potential to attenuate loads due to high heat gains, it was important to 
include houses with slab-on-grade foundations in our simulations. 
 

 
K
 
During phase I, the Demand Response Electrical Appliance Manager (DREAM) was 
interfaced with the residential energy simulation tool MZEST using TCP/IP data transfer 
to test the thermostat control strategies in a simulated house environment. DREAM 
controls a simulated air conditioner in an MZEST model the same way it would control a 
real air conditioner in a house. MZEST writes outdoor temperature and zone 
temperatures directly to a file and DREAM reads those temperatures as if they came from 
real sensors. Using its control strategies and our price simulation, DREAM then dictates 
to MZEST, through the same file transfer method, whether to turn on the
fa
increment. (For a complete description of MZEST and the MZEST-DREAM interface, 
see Appendix H of the phase I report).  
 
Simulation was chosen as a method to validate DREAM because field testing in a range 
of real California houses was not practical due to the need to instrument the houses and 
log data, the long periods of time req
c
electricity demand, simulation also provided the opportunity to repeat tests using 
different controls over the same weather data (typically the 3 or 4 hottest days in a row in 
the year).  
 
The initial MZEST model is a representation of a real 
w
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Figure 43: California residences in millions by decade of construction 

rawl-space model and a slab-on-
rade version were created for each category (see figure 44).  

(EnergyInformationAdministration, 2001). 
  
Roughly two-thirds of the occupied existing California housing stock was constructed 
before the first Title-24 energy standards took effect in 1978; thus a subsequent model 
was developed from the original to represent characteristics typical of a generic house 
built before the Title-24 energy efficiency standards were implemented. This house is 
assumed to be poorly insulated, with single-pane windows and equipment efficiencies 
typical of the 1970s.  
 
To represent the opposite extreme, a post-1992 model was developed representing a 
generic house with windows, insulation values and equipment efficiency meeting the 
minimum for Title-24 compliance. Further, because of the important role that thermal 
mass plays in the attenuation of heating loads, both a c
g
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Figure 44: Graphic of the four MZEST models created in phase II showing key 
parameters that affect thermal and electric load profiles. 
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Appendix K: Laboratory Network and Hardware Test in Wurster 
Kyle Konis, Chen Sun and DongEun Kim 
 
We ran two tests in the lab to check the hardware and control software of DREAM. One 
of the tests took place in Wurster Hall in the office of the Center for the Built 
Environment. The goals were to test the responsiveness of HVAC relay and price 
indicator as well as to monitor incoming data from the temperature, CT’s, and thermostat 
switch. These devices were first developed in Phase I of this contract; more detail on the 
construction may be found in the appendices of the Phase I report. 
 
The HVAC relay is a device that replaces the household thermostat by using a wireless 
signal to control the air compressor, fan, and furnace of a typical household HVAC 
system. The HVAC relay was tested using an acrylic house with a small cooling 
thermoelectric cooling device and fan. The power lines of the fan and thermoelectric 
cooler of the house were severed from the source and bridged with a relay board. This 
board consisted of three 24VAC relays; each relay was driven by the output of the HVAC 
Relay. 
 
The thermostat switch was developed for field research and allows the occupant to switch

h device is currently on. The 
ermostat switch was inserted in between the HVAC Relay and the 24VAC-relay board 
 monitor the status. The 24VAC-relay board simulated the conditions of a real HVAC 

system, in which the power lines to the heater, blower fan, and air compressor systems 
are controlled by 24VAC relays. This test setup allowed us to carefully monitor the 
HVAC switch sensor data to make sure it is in agreement with the state of the system. 

 
control of the HVAC system from the household thermostat to the DREAM controller. 
The switch was developed with a crude sensor to detect whic
th
to
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Figure 45: The test setup for HVAC Switch and HVAC Relay. 
 
Figure 45 above shows the test setup for the thermostat Switch and HVAC relay. The 
yellow and green wires correspond to the air compressor (cooler in this case) and fan, 
respectively. The red wire is the 24VAC line. In the figure shown, the thermoelectric 
cooler and fan of the house is off. The HVAC relay can connect the red line to the yellow 
line to turn on the cooler or connect to the green line to turn on the fan. The DC IN 
designates the power input to the cooler and fan of the plastic house. 
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Appendix L: Field Test Solicitation 
 
DREAM 2007 Summer Field Test: houses wanted                                                       
 
I. Introduction 
The Demand Response Enabling Technology Development (DRETD) Project is a 
research and development PIER contract through the California Energy Commission 
(CEC). The purpose of the DRETD Project is to develop enabling technologies for 
establishing a real-time demand response (DR) infrastructure in California.  
 
Currently the thermostat/control team from the UC Berkeley’s Building Science Group in 
the Architecture Department and the Mechanical Engineering Department has developed 
a new thermostat system for residential buildings which responds to dynamic electricity 
prices. Based on the price, the thermostat system automatically makes appropriate 
accommodations in the operation of heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) 
system. This Demand Response Electrical Appliance Manager or DREAM consists of a 
network of wireless sensors and actuators that communicate with a computer; the 
computer is connected to the internet to communicate data to the server in our office on 
the UC Berkeley campus. 
 
We have spent the last four years developing the wireless network and the control code. 
We have tested the network in one house over the last two years, and tested the current 

odel here on campus. 
he user interface for the DREAM thermostat has undergone initial prototype testing for 

 of the time. This 
document describes the test plans and the ideal test house.  
 
II. Description of the tests  
The total time for testing is 5 – 6 weeks.  
 
The first day will be used to set up the DREAM system in the participants' house, at their 
convenience, including installing hardware sensors and a Tablet PC. 
 
The first week would be the check period. We will test the communication of the system 
and working condition of the sensors, including 1) indoor and outdoor climate conditions, 
2) electricity use by the air conditioner and other appliances and 3) room and house 
occupancy. The participants would continue to use their own existing thermostat. During 
this period, we ask that they indicate when the last person is leaving the house and the 
first person to arrive at the house by pushing a button on a wireless occupancy switch. 
 

code through computer simulation as well as in a plastic house m
T
ease of use. 
 
In summer 2007 (July – August), we would like to field test the thermostat system in a 
few houses. The purposes of the tests are 1) to test the functionalities of the system, 2) to 
verify simulation results, and 3) to get feedback from participants. Our team is trying to 
find two or three test houses that are preferably occupied much



The next four weeks would be the testing period. The DREAM system would control the 
ir conditioner and fan through the existing thermostat, and participants would use the 

e shown how to use the interface. 

ur ideal house is a single family detached house not far from UC Berkeley, in which the 

r data transfer. The sensors will be installed on walls of the 
ouse, the tablet PC would ideally be located on the wall or area easily accessed by the 

 

led near the main entry to the house. During the entire testing 
s device to indicate when the last person leaves 

e house or when the first person arrives at the house to provide information about house 

ndicates the house is 
ow occupied. Conversely, when the last person leaves the house, he/she would push the 

eir 
ermostat and all appliances as usual. At the end of this first week, we would like to 

return to the house, fix any problems, and switch control of the HVAC system to our 

a
DREAM user interface to interact with the thermostat setpoints. The participants would 
b
 
Because the test conditions are affected by weather conditions, the duration of test may 
vary. But the total time will be six weeks or less.  
 
III. Description of the test house  
O
occupants use their air conditioning during the summer months. Construction type (one-
story or two-story) and age of house are not critical, although we will note this 
information in our analysis. We are looking for a house with mostly electrical appliances 
(i.e., electric oven, stove, clothes dryer). We prefer a house with a programmable 
thermostat, but this is not necessary. We prefer houses that are mostly occupied during 
the day. However, there are 2-3 days during the testing where we would like to control 
the air conditioner such that the occupants may experience discomfort. We can time this 
test to coincide with vacation if possible. We prefer houses with continuous internet 
access that we can use fo
h
participant.  
  
Since we will operate the air conditioning system, we will cover any additional electrical 
utility expenses during the test period. 
 

IV. Participant cooperation 
We would like to meet the participants before the test to show them the devices to be 
used and ask a few questions about their energy use and occupancy patterns. We have 
completed a Human Subjects Protocol for this experiment and would have the participant 
sign the consent form at this time. 
 
A small device will be instal
period, we ask that the participants use thi
th
occupancy. For example, when the first person enters the house, he/she would push a 
button on this occupancy switch (the green light will go on), which i
n
same button (the red light will appear) to indicate that the house is now unoccupied. This 
information will be used to test whether occupancy information can help reduce energy 
use.  
 
The first week is our check period, where we will confirm that our system is working as 
planned. Other than operating the occupancy switch, we ask that the participants use th
th
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DREAM thermostat. At this time, we will describe the user interface and instruct the 
participant how to use it. We will run a brief simulation of a dynamic price scenario in 
the first part of this test, and will instruct the user about this system. 

 
During the testing period, we will operate our control system and thermostat user 

ange temperature setpoints as well as 
teract with a hypothetical economics preference of how the DREAM system responds 

s, please contact  

interface. We ask that participants use the interface to interact with our system, especially 
when they feel too hot or too cold. They may ch
in
to hypothetical price changes. 
 
At any time the participant can contact the researchers for questions or to modify the 
system. The system also provides a switch so that the participants may switch back to 
their own thermostat to control their HVAC system at any time. 
  
V. Interview 
At the end of the testing period, at the participant’s convenience, we will come and 
collect all the hardware for the test and would like to schedule a brief interview with the 
participants to provide feedback on the system. 
 
 
Any question
 
Therese Peffer, PhD student, Building Science Group, Architecture Dept, UC Berkeley 
therese.peffer@gmail.com or 510-704-8630 

Faculty advisor is Edward Arens, Building Science Group, Architecture Dept, UC 
 

Berkeley 
earens@berkeley.edu
 
 
Thank you!! 
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Appendix M: Detailed Field Test Description 
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Thermostat/Control Group Summer 2007 House Test 
Goal: two houses, 5-6 week test 

Test Period Objective Hardware Detailed Plan 

Test system 
communication 
reliability 
 

All motes, cabled internet, 
database on server 

1) Test the reliability of wireless sensor network, roughly estim the data 
loss rate; 
2) Test downloading and uploading data through inte  
system’s ability to tolerant unexpected internet disconnectio r’s 
shut-down;   and 
3) Test the reliability of database script. 
Data includes setpoints, states, utility price, total cost, econom ndex as 
well as sensor data (Temperature, motion, relative humidity, solar radiation, 
electrical current, occupancy switch, Tstat-switch feedback) 

ate 

rnet, check the
ns and serve

ic iContinuous 

Analyze room and 
house occupancy 
patterns 

Motion sensor motes, 
(sample rate: 1 min) 
Occupancy switch 
(operated by participants) 

Monitor the occupancy information and store the data tabase. 
Analyze the data for pattern if there is any. 
This data will be used to learn users’ schedule and analyze temperature 
pattern . 

 into da

Analyze room-
occupancy and house-
occupancy pattern 

Motion sensor motes, 
(sample rate: 1 min) 
 

Check the occupancy information. This data will be used in testing the 
occupancy prediction algorithm for the testing period. 

Analyze temperature 
patterns 

Indoor and outdoor 
temperature motes, solar 
radiation 

Considering the temperature data, determine what a reasonable control 
object is: a particular zone, average of zones or weighted average of zones 
using room-occupancy. This will be used to the testing period. 

System Check 
Out and 

Calibration 
 Period 
(7 days) 

Record current energy 
consumption patterns, 
especially air 
conditioning 

Current sensing mote on 
ac compressor, fan, whole 
house circuit breaker 
(clothes dryer, washer, 
oven, stove, other), 
outdoor temperature 

Check how participants use their thermostat and other appliances. This 
period will be used as a “Control” period that we compare with the “Test” 
period, with respect to the effect of user feedback on user behavior 
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Evaluate existing Temperature – 1 m 

HVAC relay – event 

Internal house model will be evaluated by determining how well the model 
predicts future indoor temperature given current real indoor and outdoor 
temperature, radiation, and runtime of the HVAC equipment in the house. A 
simple HVAC model (constant heat loss) will be used in the internal model. 
This will be used to develop th al model for the test. 

internal model Radiation – 3 m 
Occupancy – 1 m 

AC energy use – 30 s e learned intern
Analyze AC energy 
use and efficiency 

 Analyze the relationship between out perature and relative humidity door tem
and AC efficiency to validate the AC model (from MZEST) used in the 
internal model. The state of the equipment (compressor only, compressor + 
fan, and fan only), the corresponding indoor temperature, and energy use 
will be analyzed. 

Mimicking & 
Training Period 

(2 days) 

Test actuation 
performance and 
ability of system to 
mimic existing system. 
Train users to interact 

Switch control to DREAM 
system. 
Participants learn to use 
our interface to change 
temperature setpoints and 

red manually into the code for this 

with DREAM
interface. 

 look at energy
consumption. 

 system (how well our control mimics theirs, but this is not a crucial point). 
Internal model will not be used during this period. 

Use participants’ temperature setpoints and schedule from programmable 
thermostat for control. This will be ente
mimicking period only. 
Goal seeking layer would generate exactly the same temperature setpoint 
schedules as participants’ own thermostat. Check the performance of our 

Check that HVAC relay and thermostat to thermostat switch are working 
properly. 

2 
days me. 

Analyze AC duty cycle No override allowed—best 
scheduled when
articipants not at ho

 
Change temperature setpoints to analyze AC duty cycle and energy use. 
How? 

p

Test 

8 
days 

when economics index is set as one extreme (high comfort/spend 
money) compared to other extreme (low comfort/save money) with no 

Test optimization
performance with NO 
Pre-cooling  

 Participants can override 
using up and down arrows 
(indicating I’m too warm, 
I’m too cool) 
Explain economics to 
participants. 
Price indicator motes used 

2) 

Decide temperature control (i.e., zone, average) from monitoring period. 
Use default internal model. 
Check if the optimization would set reasonable temperature setpoints as 
programmable thermostat. 
Compare the optimization performance (on energy, cost and comfort) under 
three conditions:  
1) using default economics index 0.5 (2 days);  

Period 
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interaction by participants.  (2 days each, 4 days total) 
3) let user choose economic index, with feedback towards their comfort 

and energy savings (2 days) 

9 
days 

Test optimization
performance with Pre-

 best 
ants 

permit the test with no 
overriding the thermostat 
on their part. 

 This test would be

cooling 
conducted when occup
re not home, or at least a

Use default internal model. 
Test accuracy of precooling start time, efficiency of HVAC system in 
achieving low setpoint, and recovery time from precooling setpoint (3 days) 
Test and compare the optimization performance under two conditions: 
1) using default economics index 0.5 (2 days)  
2) when economics index are set as one extreme (high comfort/spend 

money) compared to the other extreme (low comfort/save money) with 
no interaction by participants.  (2 days each, 4 days total) 

4 
days 

Run new learned 
internal model with 
tuned parameters 

Participants override Evaluate the internal model with tuned parameters to determine how well 
learning can reduce prediction error for better comfort and system energy 
efficiency. (optimization and goal seeking and precooling) 

4 
days  

 can override 
setpoints. 

e 

Test the effect of 
knowing house
occupancy on energy 
use and comfort. 

 
Participants home some of 
the time and away some of 
the time. 
Participants

Occupancy switch 
Motion sensors 
Temperature 
AC energy use 

Evaluate the house occupancy predictor and its effect on optimization. The 
temperature setpoints will be determined by optimization with information 

 energy use to thabout the predicted occupancy.  Compare
monitoring/control period and ask users/look at override log to determine 
effect on comfort.  

Final 
Interview 

1 
day 

are 

Interview the
participants and
remove hardw

 
 

 Likes and dislikes about any aspect of system (hardware, software) 
Comfort issues 
Ease of use of interface 
Effect of feedback on energy consumption display in interface. 
Their understanding about economic index. Useful? Unnecessary? Needs 

pim rovement? 
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Feedback Control Characteristics of Residential,

Single-Stage Thermostats

David M. Auslander

December 12, 2006

1 Controller Structure

Current residential thermostat algorithms are derived from two main influences:
1) residential heating and air conditioning equipment is primarily On-Off only,
and 2) characteristics carried over from bimetallic strip thermostats that were
the earliest thermostat in wide residential use.

The transition logic state diagram of Figure 1 shows the feedback logic for
cooling; the diagram for heating is nearly the same with appropriate inequalities
reversed.

From a feedback control perspective, these controllers are characterized by
their On-Off control, equivalent to a proportional (P) control with infinite gain,
and one-sided control. That is, the controller is normally run in heat-only or
cool-only modes. In these modes, the control actuation limits are at full power
on or no power. For economic reasons, residential systems are not normally run
heating and cooling for two-sided actuation. The ”auto” setting when used is
mainly for environments and seasons when the day is warm enough for cooling
and the evening is cold enough for heating. Because at its root the control
is proportional only, we should expect the offsets normally associated with P
control.

The controller uses an On-Off algorithm with several enhancements: hyster-
isis, anticipation, minimum cycle time, and minimum off time. The next section
shows the behavior of each of these control modes. Basic feedback control sys-
tem metrics are looked at in the subsequent section.

2 Controller Modes

2.1 House Model

A very simple second-order house model is used for these studies. It is not meant
to correspond closely to an actual house model but, rather, to show the dynamic
behavior of the various control algorithms with a plausible target system model.

The model differential is shown in equations 1 and 2.
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Power Off

set start of
off-time

T > (Tset + Hyst/2)  &&
OffTime >= OffTimeMin &&
CycleTime >= CycleTimeMin

Power On

set start of
cycle-time

T < (Tset - Hyst/2 + Antic)

Start

T > TsetT <= Tset

Figure 1: State Diagram For Residential, Single-Stage Controller

dx1
dt = (u−q12)

mc1

dx2
dt = (q12−q2a)

mc2

(1)

where,

θ1 = x1 and θ2 = x2

q12 = k12(θ1 − θ2)
q2a = k2a(θ2 − θamb)

(2)

The controlled variable, the room temperature, is θ2 and the ambient tem-
perature is θamb.

2.2 On-Off Control

Although no thermostat uses a purely On-Off algorithm, it is the basis for all
thermostats. We will thus look at the behavior of a hypothetical purely On-
Off controller to see the base behavior of the controller. In this, and all other
examples in this paper, a digital (computer) controller will be assumed so that
the controller sample interval becomes an added parameter in all control modes.

Figures 2 and 3 show some typical results for pure On-Off control. Of note
in these responses:

• The behavior is strongly dependent on the controller sample time

• The temperature swing is quite small (0.03 degC for the 2 sec sample time,
0.3 degC for the 20 sec sample time)

• The waveforms are asymmetric with respect to the setpoint (the average
temperature is not equal to the setpoint)

• The cycle rate is quite high (about one cycle per minute for the 2 sec.
case)
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Figure 2: On/Off Control: Controller Sample Time: 2 sec.
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Figure 3: On/Off Control: Controller Sample Time: 20 sec.
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Figure 4: Power-Temperature Characteristic With Hysterisis

The high cycle rate and strong sensitivity to controller sample time is why
pure On-Off control is not used in commercial thermostats.

2.3 On-Off Control With Hysterisis

Hysterisis, as can be seen from the transition logic diagram, Figure 1, delays
the switch from power-on to power-off, or vice versa, depending on whether the
system is in the power-on or power-off state.

Figure 4 shows an on-off control with hysterisis in graphical form (for heat-
ing). When the system is in the power-off state the power is determined by
following the blue (cyan) line. The temperature goes below the setpoint to the
edge of the hysterisis band before the power is turned on. When in the power-on
state, it follows the red line — the power is not turned off until the tempera-
ture is well above the setpoint (follow the arrows if printed in black and white).
Note that hysterisis is a function with memory (it “knows” what state it is in)
so requires more than a simple, single-valued function to represent it.

Early thermostats using bimetallic strips as both temperature sensors and
actuation devices exhibited this type of hysteritic behavior because of the mate-
rial properties of the bimetallic strip. It was thus natural to use a computational
version of hysterisis when electronics and computers replaced bimetallic strips.

Figures 5 and 6 show the responses when hysterisis is added to the On-Off
controller. As compared to pure On-Off control:

• The cycle time is much longer

• The sensitivity to controller sample time is weak

• The temperature swing is much larger
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Figure 5: On/Off-Hysterisis Control: Controller Sample Time: 2 sec.
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Figure 6: On/Off-Hysterisis Control: Controller Sample Time: 20 sec.
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Figure 7: Power-Temperature Characteristic With Hysterisis and Anticipator

This behavior, On-Off control with hysterisis, provides most of the function-
ality for standard thermostats. The remaining features fine tune the behavior.

2.4 Anticipation: Asymmetric Hysterisis

“Anticipation” was provided in early heat-only thermostats by adding a small
resistance heater to the thermostat that was on only when the power was on.
This caused the temperature near the sensor to be higher than it would oth-
erwise be and thus turned the heat off earlier than would happen without the
anticipator. This appears as the green line in Figure 7.

What is clear from the figure is that using the anticipator preserves the on-
off-hysterisis control mode, but makes the hysterisis asymmetric with respect
to the setpoint. It doesn’t really anticipate anything; it just adds asymmetry.
It also has the unintended side effect of making the hysterisis band narrower
and thus increasing the cycle rate (and decreasing the temperature swing). A
more rational way of expressing the asymmetry would be to parameterize the
hysterisis with a width of the hysterisis band and an offset of the center of the
hysterisis band from the setpoint (more on this later).

Figure 8 shows the use of anticipation to make the average temperature equal
to the setpoint (no steady state offset). Comparison with Figure 5 shows that
the temperature swing is now symmetric with respect to the setpoint. However,
it also shows increased cycle rate and smaller temperature swing. Note that
making the offset error zero only works at one operating point — different
values of the anticipation would be required at other operating points.

Whereas anticipation could only be applied to heating when using a bimetal-
lic strip sensor, with a computer control it can be applied to cooling and heating
and can also have a negative value if desired.
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Figure 8: On/Off-Hysterisis Control with Anticipator: Controller Sample Time:
2 sec.

2.5 Cycle Rate Control

Although the cycle rate can be controlled by changing the hysterisis band, cus-
tomizing that for every installation would be very time consuming. Modern
residential HVAC systems, particularly air conditioning, can have significantly
shortened lifespan if the cycle rate is too high. The cycle rate term shown in
Figure 1 really sets a maximum limit on the cycle rate (or a minimum on the
cycle period as shown in the state diagram). The system could still operate a
lower cycle rates.

The response of Figure 8, for example, has a cycle rate of about 7 cycles per
minute. If that were a bit too high for a particular application, the cycle rate
control could be set to a lower limit. Figure 9 is the response with the maximum
cycle rate set to 5 cycles/min (note changed time scale). In order to enforce
that limit, the cycle rate term overrides the hysterisis and delays power-on until
sufficient time has elapsed. In reducing the cycle rate, the temperature swing
gets larger (which makes sense since imposing cycle rate control is equivalent to
increasing the hysterisis band).

2.6 Minimum Off Time Control

Air conditioning equipment, in particular, has a further limitation that once
turned off it should not be turned back on until at least a specified time has
elapsed. MInimum off-time control operates in a manner very similar to cycle
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Figure 9: On/Off-Hysterisis Control with Anticipator and Cycle Rate Control:
Controller Sample Time: 2 sec.

rate control so no sample is shown at this point.
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